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It was on August 5, 1897 that readers of the
Portsmouth States and Union learned that "a
resident of Greenland, who prefers not to
have her name mentioned, " had contributed a
considerable sum of money "to erect a memori-
al library building, to be located on the
Clough lot near the Methodist church.
"We understand the building will have a
frontage of forty feet, to be built of
pressed brick with marble trimmings, slate
roof and granite foundation. The building
will be of (the) colonial style of architec-
ture. The plans indicate one of the handsom-
est buildings in this vicinity. Work on the
foundation was commenced last week by the
contractors, Messrs. Anderson and Junkins of
Portsmouth.
"
It soon became known that the nameless bene-
factor was Mrs., Caroline (Avery) Weeks (1818-
1899) , who was building the library as a
memorial of her husband, George Weeks (1810-
1869), and his siblings, Mary T. Weeks (1813-
1883) and Joshua :iement Weeks (1817-1895)
.
Greenland had had a circulating library for a
year or two, but lacked a fitting edifice, to
house it; now this was to be remedied.
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Construction proceeded through the fall and
early winter. In December, it was announced
that Miss Agnes Augusta Marston (1876-1943);
later Mrs. Charles G. Eastman) wouldl be the
new institution's first librarian. Exterior
work was completed on January 15, lg98. The
March town meeting considered Mrs. Weeks '
s
offer of the building, and resolved "that the
town gratefully accepts the very handsome
gift of the Weeks library building, and
hereby expresses the thanks of the inhabit-
ants of the town to the donor for the same .
"
The April 21 States and Union reported the
building ready for use:
"The open roof of the interior is of southern
pine, the floor of selected birch, the wains-
coting six feet high, the mantel of pressed
brick, with spiral andirons in the fireplace.
A Walworth gas machine supplies twerity-six
burners, and a Magee furnace the heat.
"The gas fixtures, chandelier, candelabra,
the memorial tablet, mantel, and all the
furniture, including the settles on either
side of the fireplace, were specially de-
signed for the building.
"The steel book-stacks, with a capacity each
of 1250 volumes, all the furniture, index
catalogues, cases and cards, were furnished
by the Library Bureau of Boston. 103 7 volumes
have been indexed, classified and placed in
the book- stacks .
"
Formal dedication' of the building took place
on May 19th, with an address by William P.
Chadwick of Exeter. The library opened to
patrons two days later. The Portsmouth Jour-
nal noted:
"Over the mantel a portrait in oil of Mary T.
Weeks is hung, and on each side of the en-
trance respectively a portrait of George
Weeks and of J. Clement Weeks are suspended,
all three being from the brush of Ulysses D.
Tenney." Tenney (1826-1908) was a well-known
New Hampshire painter, many of whose por-
traits hang in the State House at Concord.
The 1899 library trustees' report claimed a
total of 1528 volumes, and an average circu-
lation of 56 books each time the library
opened (twice a week) , with a low of 11
volumes and a high of 88. Mrs. Caroline Weeks
died on March 23 of that year. In her will,
she left $2000 (plus interest) to keep the
library insured and in good repair and its
grounds well maintained, as well as $1000
"for the improvement and betterment of such
of the roads as lie within a radius of one
half mile" of the library building. This was
later applied to the construction of side-
walks in the same area.
The 1900 trustees' report cited a total of
2190 volumes in the library, with an average
circulation of 57 when it was open (Wednesday
and Saturday afternoons and evenings) . In
April 1901, a portrait of Mrs. Caroline
Weeks, also by U. D. Tenney, was added to the
interior, presumably displacing Mary Weeks
from her place over the mantel. In March
1906, a portrait of the late Judge John S. H.
Frink (1831-1905) , a noted benefactor of the
town, painted by Frederick A. Bosley, was
added to the library wall.
In 1909, Miss Lillian Odell (1871-1957), a
Smith College graduate who lived at 3 7 Post
Road, became librarian, a position she held
for the next 45 years. Electric lighting came
to the library, along with much of the rest
of the town, in 1914. In 1916, according to
the Exeter News-Letter , a gift from Mrs.
Thomas Wentworth (1851-1924) comprised "a
stag's head, to be placed over one of the
doors, a choice table bought in Rome and a
revolving book stack." The table and book
stack are still in regular use (along with
the 100-year-old settles mentioned previous-
ly) ; the stag's head has had to be retired.
In 1977, it was decided to clear the library
basement, which had been used for storage,
and convert it into a children's room. This
process was completed early in 1979, and the
new room presented to the public on April 8
of that year.
Information from other sources than the
printed page came to the library in the
1980s, with books on tape and video cassettes
(along with a copying machine) . A ramp lead-
ing to the back door was added in 198 9, a
computer system for interlibrary loan in
1990, and two more computers in 1991. More
recent electronic improvements have added to
the library's ability to serve the community;
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but its basic problem of insufficient room
for expansion, unforeseen in 1897, is one
that Greenland will have to consider in the
near future
.
GREENLAND'S 'BRICK SCHOOLHOUSE '
This former schoolhouse, now Veteran's Hall,
at the corner of Routes 33 and 151, celebrat-
ed two significant anniversaries in 1997.
It was in April 1847 that the building com-
mittee of the Northern School District recom-
mended that the district's proposed school be
erected on a site having "a dry, airy and
healthful situation. .. in the Field belonging
to Thomas Pickering, Esq. on the north side
of the main road and lying between his dwell-
ing house and the house of Joshua Weeks,
Esq." Pickering lived at the present 410
Portsmouth Ave., Weeks at 3 64.
Construction of the new school was taken in
hand by Joshua W. . Peirce (1791-1874), whose
large farm was on the site of Today's Ports-
mouth Country Club. For 850 dollars, Peirce
promised to build "a brick school 50 feet
long, 3 feet wide, and 12 feet high in the
clear when finished inside." It was -to have
eight windows of 24 panes each, a raised
platform and desk for the teacher at one end,
and 48 seats and desks for the pupils.
The new building- was dedicated with religious
services on Oct. 11, 1847, and opened for
classes the following day, "for all children
of four years old and upwards." In 1849, the
state school commissioner's report included a
drawing of the school's outside (looking very
much as it does today) and a diagram of the
interior, apparently as an example for other
towns to follow.
The building continued to be used by the
Northern District until 1903. In that year,
because the Exeter-Portsmouth trolley line,
opened in 1902, allowed high school students
to attend larger and better schools, the
former Brackett Academy building (located
where the present Central School addition
stands) became available for use by elementa-
ry students. The district schools were abol-
ished, and all the town's students in grades
1-3 were moved into the brick school, while
those in grades 4-8 used the old Academy
building.
The burning of the Academy building in Decem-
ber 1919 and subsequent construction of the
first stone school in 1920, freed the brick
school for other uses. The 1921 town meeting
was held there, and voted to rename the
building "Greenland Town Hall" and spend $4 50
on its repair. Most town meetings were held
in the building until 1945, when the larger
Central School auditorium (later converted to
classroom space) came into regular use for
the purpose
.
The burning of the stone school in January
1924 interrupted plans of a local YMCA group
to outfit the building "for basketball and
physical instruction. " Grades 5 through 8
were housed in the school, and 1 through 4 in
an old store at the present 457 Portsmouth
Ave., until the present stone school was
built on the site of the first, later in that
year.
During the winter of 1925-6, a Greenland's
men's basketball team played a number of
games in the building, although it is now
hard to visualize how. Boys' teams used it
occasionally over the next ten years or so.
The 193 8 town meeting voted to lease the
former schoolhouse to the newly formed Green-
land Veteran's Improvement Association for $1
per year, and members of the organization
made many improvements to the roof and in-
terior that year.
In March 194 7, the town sold to the Veteran's
Association for $1 "all the right, title and
interest in and to a certain old brick school
house, known as the 'Veterans' Hall'." The
building has served in that capacity ever
since. In addition, the Greenland Historical
Society held meetings there for its first
four years of existence (1967-1970) . It was
also used as a polling place when the Central
School was being enlarged in the fall of
1994. With its prominent location, the brick
building joins the gazebo and Weeks brick
house in representing Greenland to the town's
many visitors.
Contributed by Paul Hughes, Town Historian
TOWN OFFICERS
MODERATOR
David L. Richards Term expires 1998
TOWN CLERK - TAX COLLECTOR
Shirley G. Hoonhout Term Expires 2000
DEPUTY TOWN CLERK - TAX COLLECTOR
Lorre Bossie
BOARD OF SELECTMEN
Harry R. Dowling Term Expires 2000
James J. Wilbur Term Expires 1999
Bruce L. Dearborn Term Expires 1998
TREASURER
Sandra Trull-Smith - Term Expires 1998
SUPERVISORS OF THE CHECKLIST
Virginia Wilbur Term Expires 2002
Pauline Evans Term Expires 2000
Frances Thompson Term Expires 1998
NH State Senate (District 24)
Sen. Burton Cohen (431-0066)
REPRESENTATIVE TO THE GENERAL COURT





Fred Sullivan Appointment Ends 2 000
Donald L. Arsenault Appointment Ends 199 9
Andrew Fay, Chair. Appointment Ends 1998
Mary Dearborn Appointment Ends 19 98
Everett Street Alternate
Paul Sanderson Planning Board's Rep.
PLANNING BOARD
Thomas Brackett, Chair. Term Expires 2000
Leroy Syphers Term Expires 2 000
Stephen Smith Term Expires 1999
Michael Griffin Term Expires 1999
Paul Sanderson Term Expires 1998
Eric Weinrieb Term Expires 1998
James J. Wilbur Selectman's Rep.
Tom Marshall Alternate
TRUSTEE OF TRUST FUNDS
George Hayden Term Expires 2 00
Duncan Brackett, Sec. Term Expires 1999
Christopher Thompson Term Expires 1998
LIBRARY TRUSTEES
Trudy Beck Term Expires 2 00
Douglas Lovejoy- Carter Term Expires 1999
Carol -Jean Hyatt Term Expires 1998
CONSERVATION COMMISSION
Cici Underwood Appointment Ends 2 00
John Weeks Appointment Ends 1999
Alison Brackett Appointment Ends 1998
























Term Expires 2 000









School Brd ' s Rep
.
MOSQUITO CONTROL COMMISSION
Edith Levering, Chair . Appointment Ends 2000
Craig Leffingwell Appointment Ends 1999















Victor Voglino, Sgt . Thomas Simmons
Michael Hunkins Dawn Sawyer
SPECIAL OFFICERS







GREENLAND VOLUNTEER FIRE DEPARTMENT
Timothy C. Collins, Chief
Ron Hussey, Dep. Chief
Chip Hussey, Dep. Chief









Town Office 431-7111 Fax 430-3761
Home 436-8695
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SPECIAL TOWN WARRANT 1996
(This report of a Special Town Meeting for
voting on Amendments to the Greenland Zoning
Ordinance, was inadvertently omitted from the
1996 Town Report.)
At a Special Town Meeting called by the
Selectmen of the Town of Greenland on Septem-
ber 10th, 1996, the following amendments were
voted to the Greenland Zoning Ordinance
:
Amendment #1: Are you in favor of the adop-
tion of Amendment #1 as proposed by the
Planning Board:
To delete the present Zoning Ordinance of the
Town of Greenland and replace it with a new
Zoning Ordinance? The new Zoning Ordinance
makes numerous substantive and procedural
changes. It includes new definitions; estab-
lishes zoning districts and provides a new
table of uses which allows new uses and
changes that were previously allowed;
provides for dimensional requirements, park-
ing requirements, sign regulation, aquifer
protection, flood plain management, biosolids
and excavation regulation. The proposed new
ordinance also deals with occupancy/use
permits, nonconforming uses/lots, lot merger,
building conversions, zoning enforcement,
administration, amendments and penalties.
Yes - 373 No - 312
Amendment #2: Are you in favor of the adop-
tion of amendment #2 as proposed by the
Planning Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance
as follows:
To add several new sections in addition to
the changes proposed in Amendment #1, includ-
12
ing provisions regulating septic system
installation, swimming pool installations,
building codes, building permits, fees,
enforcement, administration and amendments.
Yes - 336 No - 341
Amendment #3: Are you in favor of the adop-
tion of Amendment #3 as proposed by the
Planning Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance
as follows:
To rezone an area of land generally located
along the westerly side of Route 3 3 near
Ocean Road from Residential to Commercial
designation? The parcels affected are gener-
ally bound by the Boston & Main right-of-way
and Pickering Brook on the north. Route 3 3 on
the east and the existing Commercial zone on
the south and west
.
Yes - 168 No - 542
Shirley G. Hoonhout - Town Clerk
TOWN ELECTION AND MEETING 1997
March 12th and March 15th
Meeting called to order at 10:02 AM by Mod-
erator David Richards. Salute to the flag was
led by Scouts Tim Smith and Nick Beauchemin
with Rev. Douglas Carter giving the invoca-
tion.
Moderator Richards then spoke of the rules of
the meeting.
Art. 1 Sc 2 : Results of Planning Board amend-
ments and Town Officers, ballot voting read
by Town Clerk as follows:
Amendments to Greenland Zoning Ordinance:
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1. To transfer swimming pool and septic
system requirements from zoning ordinance to
building code; add building and life safety-
codes and allow Planning Board to update
codes per RSA 674:52.
Yes - 342 No - 132
2
.
To add provision which would regulate
telecommunications towers and limit their
construction to those areas within 1,000 feet
either side of center line of Rt 195.
Yes - 372 No - 104
3 To allow Board of Selectmen to adopt
reasonable fees after a duly noticed public
hearing.
Yes - 314 No - 152
4 To adopt Growth Management interim regula-
tions per RSA 674:23 to allow Planning Board
to complete Master Plan, Capital Improvements
Plan, etc. would be in effect for a period of
1 year and would regulate growth during that
period.
Yes - 347 No - 122
5. (Before the polls opened March 11, Modera-
tor announced that this amendment had to pass
by 2/3 majority)
To prohibit sale of alcohol, tobacco and
firearms within 500' of a drug-free school
zone or day care facility within a residen-
tially zoned district.
(Not Recommended by Planning Board)
Yes - 70 No - 433
6.1 To prohibit property uses that result in
objectionable odor or fumes detrimental to
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adjacent property, to prohibit vehicles with
diesel engines or refrigeration units from
operating more than ten consecutive minutes
on commercial or industrial property. To
prohibit sound amplification in excess of
55db and 45db night. To prohibit non-comply-
ing land use from expansion of use or special
exception variance. Require that upon well
founded information Zoning Ordinance is being
violated, Selectmen must seek injunctive
relief in Superior Court or take other legal
action.
(Not Recommended by Planning Board)
Yes - 82 No - 420
7. To repeal Article III, Section 3.7.8 which
allows Inns and Lodging Houses by Special
Exception and Section B.3 Table of Uses,
Labeled "Temporary Residential Uses".
(Not Recommended by Planning Board)
Yes - 62 No - 443
Town Officials Elected:
Selectman - Harry Dowling 3 yr 2 000
Treasurer - Sandra Trull-Smith 1 yr 1998
Town Clerk/Tax Collector - Shirley Hoonhout
3 yr 2 000
Library Trustee - John Wolfe 1 yr 1998
" " - Trudy Beck 3 yr 2 000
Trustee Trust Funds - George Hayden 3 yr 2 000
Budget Committee - Charles Cummings 1 yr 1998
" " - Mark Connelly 3 yr 2000
" " - Horace Lyndes 3 yr 2 000
" " - Rebecca Thompson 3 yr 2 000
Planning Board - Steven Smith 2 yr 1999
" " - Tom Brackett 3 yr 20 00
" " - Leroy Syphers 3 yr 2 000
School District Elections:
Moderator - Kath Mullholand 3 yr 2000
Treasurer - Frances Thompson 3 yr 2 000
Clerk - Alison Brackett 3 yr 2000
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School Board - Leon" Skip" Baghdoyan 3 yr 2 000
" " - Richard Carlin 3 yr 2000
Elected officials were then sworn in by the
Moderator.
Art. #3: Motion by J. Wilbur, seconded by B.
Dearborn, to amend budget of $1,212,92 7 by
$18,000. This to be for wind damage to Sunset
Field and repair of RR crossing in town (B&M)
and signage.
After lengthy discussion, amendment to add
$18,000 to budget passed by voice vote.
Motion by D. Leffingwell, seconded by N.
Fernald, to amend budget by $28,200 for the
immediate, annual control of Greenland's
mosquito population in 1997 as recommended by
the Mosquito Control Commission. Amendment
discussed at length. Motion by R. Fralick to
move the question. Amendment was read and
passed by voice vote to add $28,200 to annual
budget
.
Motion by R. Fralick, seconded by S. Pope, to
amend the budget by $10,762. This to restore
cut in Police Budget for the year. After
discussion for and against, motion by J.
Rolston to move the question. Amendment to
add $10,762 to budget passed by voice vote.
Art. #3 as amended to $1,269,889 passed.
Art. #4: Motion by C. Leffingwell, seconded
by M. Dearborn, that the town appropriate a
sum not to exceed $20,000 and raise $10,000
for the purpose of restoration of salt water
marshes. (If funding is not forthcoming from
US Fish Sc Wildlife Service project will be
dropped .
)
Recommended by Selectmen and Budget Comm.
Motion passed - Voice vote.
Art. #5: Motion by B. Dearborn, seconded by
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H. Dowling, that the town vote to appropriate
a sum not to exceed $500 to support AIDS
Response Seacoast. Recommended by Selectmen
and Budget Comm. Motion passed - Voice vote.
Art. #6: Motion by B. Dearborn, seconded by
M. Mayo, that the town vote to authorize the
Selectmen to grant a discount on the payment
of property taxes. The discount rate to be 3%
if paid within 21 days of the "Bill date" on
the property tax bill. "Bill date" will be
day number one. Motion passed - Voice vote.
Art. #7: Motion by J. Wilbur, seconded by B.
Dearborn, that the town vote to appropriate a
sum not to exceed $75,000 to purchase a roll
on roll off truck. Explanation of savings to
town over years explained by town administra-
tor. Recommended by Budget Comm. and Select-
men. Motion passed - Aye vote.
Art. #8: Motion by B. Dearborn, seconded by
M. Mayo, that the town vote to raise and
appropriate $400 for American Red Cross.
Recommended by Budget Comm. and Selectmen.
Motion passed - Voice vote.
Art. #9: Motion by B. Dearborn, seconded by
L. Bossie, that the town raise the sum of
$700 for support of child and family services
activities. Recommended by Budget Comm. and
Selectmen. Motion passed - Voice vote.
Art. #10: Motion by J. Wilbur, seconded by R.
Fralick, that town authorize Selectmen, Road
Agent and Planning Board Chairman to accept
as town roads, any road completed during the
year, which has been approved by Selectmen,
Road Agent and Planning Board Chairman, and
deeded to town. To be filed with Town Clerk.
Motion passed - Voice vote.
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Art.. #11: Motion by J. Wilbur, seconded by B.
Dearborn, that the town appropriate a sum not
to exceed $16,000 and raise $8,000 for estab-
lishing a network of control points and
monuments in Greenland. If fund- funding from
NH Coastal Program is not forthcoming, pro-
ject will be dropped.
Not recommended by Budget Comm. and Selectmen
37 - Yes 42 - No
Art. #12: Motion by C. Mueller, seconded by
S. Smith, that the town raise a sum not to
exceed $9,500 to continue recycling solid
waste program. Not recommended by Selectmen;
recommended by Budget Comm. Motion passed -
Voice vote.
Art. #13: Motion by B. Dearborn, seconded by
J. Hurst, that the town appropriate a sum not
to exceed $4,000 and raise $2,000 for partic-
ipation in "Winnicut River Watershed Water
Supply Pilot Study" . If funding is not forth-
coming, project will be dropped. Recommended
by Selectmen and Budget Comm. Motion passed -
Voice vote
.
Art. #14: Motion by M. Mayo, seconded by J.
Hurst, that the town authorize the Selectmen
to accept on behalf of the town, gifts,
legacies and devices made to the town in
trust for any purposes as permitted by RSA
31:19. Motion passed - Voice vote.
Art. #15: Motion by J. Wolfe, seconded by D.
Carter, that the town vote to authorize the
Library Trustees to accept gifts of personal
property other than money, which may be
offered, in accordance with RSA 202-A:4-d. HB
1120 (Chap. 33 laws of A996) . Motion passed -
Voice vote.
Art. #16: Motion by B. Dearborn, seconded by
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C. Vlcek, to authorize Selectmen to negotiate
and convey easement interest in town owned
land. Map U2-2, to Portland Natural Gas
and/or Maritimes & Northeast Pipeline, or a
third party for purpose of routing a natural
gas transmission pipeline and to convey an
easement interest for its fair market value.
Motion passed - Voice vote.
Art. #17: To take any action that may legally
come before the meeting. C. Sanderson pre-
sented Citizen of the Year Award to Mary and
Carl Mueller, for their hours spent at recy-
cling and for Mary for her work at the town
library.
Motion to adjourn by R. Rugg, seconded by M.
Mayo. Meeting adjourned at 12:05.
Respectfully submitted,
Shirley G. Hoonhout, Town Clerk
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES FOR
TOWN OFFICERS' SALARIES 1996
Selectmen, Chairman $3,000










TOWN OFFICERS' SALARIES 1997
Selectmen, Chairman $3,000
Selectmen, 2 @ $2,500 4,535
Town Clerk/Tax Collector 20,216























SUMMARY INVENTORY OF VALUATION
Town of Greenland in Rockingham County
CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that the information in
this report was taken from official records
and is correct to the best of our knowledge
and belief. RSA 21- J: 34. Date signed 8/1/97
/s/ Bruce L. Dearborn ) Selectmen of
/s/ Harry R. Dowling ) Greenland
Current Use 3666.49 acr $ 584,766
Residential 1419.25 " 72,261,634
Commercial/ Ind. 692.06 " 14,362,500
Total of tax. land 5777.83 " 87,208,900
Tax Exempt & Non-tax 3,278,500
Value of Buildings Only
Residential $133,483,400
Commercial/ Industrial 36,278,000
Total of tax. buildings 169,753,400
Public Utilities - Gas 310,400
- Electric 3,949,500
Valuation before exemptions 261,222,200
Blind Exemp. Number 1 $15,000 15,000
Elderly Exemp. Number 14 780,000
Total $ Amt. of Exemptions 795,000
Net valuation on which the tax
rate is computed 260,427,200
Public Service Co. of NH 3,856,200
*Seabrook Sirens 93,300
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Granite State Gas Transmission 142,000
Northern Utilities 168,400
Canal Elect. Co. 6,200
Connecticut Light/Power 3,700
EAU Power Corp. 10,4 00
Hudson Light /Power Co. 100
Mass Municipal 24,800
Montaup Electric Co. 5,000
New England Power Co. 8,50
NH Electric Corp. 3,500
Public Service Co. of NH 14,700
Taunton Munic Light 20
United Illuminating Co. 16,000
Vermont Electric Gen/Trans. 200
Elderly Exemption Count
Number of Individuals granted an




Current Use Report # of acres
Farm Land 1,03 5.23
Forest Land 2,117.88
Unproductive Land 78.30
Wet Land 18 8.08
Discretionary Easement/Golfcourse 247.00
Total # of acres exempt . under
current use 3,419.49*
Total # of owners granted
current use assessment 65
#of parcels in current use 184
* does not include Discretionary easemt
.
Tax Credits
Disabled Vets, etc. 3 @ $1400 $ 4,200




TAXES ASSESSED FOR THE YEAR 1997
of the
TOWN OF GREENLAND, NH
Rockingham County
CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that the information
contained in this report was taken from
official records and is correct to the best
of our knowledge and belief. RSA 21- J: 34.
Date: March 20, 1997
I si Bruce L. Dearborn
/s/ Harry R. Dowling




















































Conservation & Natural Resources
Interest on TAN
Machinery, Vehicles & Equipment
Warrant Art. #4 , 5, 8 , 9, 12&13


















SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
As of December 31, 1997
Description
Town Hall, Land & Buildings
Furniture and Equipment
Libraries, Land & Buildings
Furniture and Equipment




. , Land & Bid. see town
Equipment
Highway Dept., Land & Buildings
Equipment
Parks , Commons & Playgrounds
Schools, Land & Bldg., Equipment
Veterans Building/ land
Town Dump, Building & Equipment
Cemeteries





















ANNUAL CITY/TOWN FINANCIAL REPORT
RSA Chapter 21-
J




Land use change taxes 50,830
Other taxes 51,269
Interest & Penalties 16,102
TOTAL 4,095,217
Revenues from licenses, permits and fees
Business licenses and permits 9,215
Motor vehicle permit fees 467,525
Other licenses, permits, & fees 7,843
TOTAL 4 84,583
Revenue from State of New Hampshire









Revenue from misc. sources


































Planning & zoning 20,267
General government building 48, 087
Cemeteries 12,380
Ins. not otherwise allocated 46,028
Adv. £c regional association 3,950














Solid waste collection 58,095












Elderly Tax Deferral 15,008
TOTAL 28,675
Culture and Recreation
Parks and recreation 36,715
Library 70,000
Patriotic purposes 4 93
TOTAL 107,208
Debt service
Int. on tax anticipation notes 14,521
Capital outlay
Improvements other than buildings 21,063
Payments to other governments
Taxes paid to county 310,067
Taxes paid to school district 3,360,675
Pmts. to other governments 1,916
TOTAL 3,672,658
TOTAL EXPENDITURES 5,024,245




Total per 1000 evaluation $16.05
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^W HAMPSHIRE
REPORT ON EXAMINATION OF FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
DECEMBER 31, 1996
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TOWN OF GREENLAND. NEW HAMPSHIRF
REPORT ON EXAMINATION OF FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1996
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We have audited the accompanying general purpose financial statements of the Town of Greenland,
New Hampshire as of and for the year ended December 31, 1996, as listed in the table of contents.
These general purpose financial statements are the responsibility of the Town's management. Our
responsibility is to express an opinion on these general purpose financial statements, based on our
audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards. Those standards
require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the general
purpose financial statements are free of material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a
test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the general purpose financial
statements. An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates
made by management, as well as evaluating the overall general purpose financial statement
presentation. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
The Town has not maintained a record of its general fixed assets and accordingly a statement of
general fixed assets, required by generally accepted accounting principles, is not presented in the
financial report.
In our opinion, the general purpose financial statements referred to above present fairiy, in all material
respects, the financial position of the Town of Greenland as of December 31, 1996, and the results of
its operations and cash flows of its proprietary fund types and nonexpendable Trust Funds for the
year then ended, in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles.
Portsmouth, New Hampshire {/^'^
Junes, 1997
-1-
15 Main Street, Topsfleld. MA01983 • Tel (508) 887-2220 • Fax (508) 887-5443
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TOWN OF GREENU^ND NFW HAMPSHIRF
COMBINED BALANCE SHEET
ALL FUND TYPES AND ACCOUNT GROUPS
DECEMBER 31, 1996
Governmental Fiduciary




Cash and cash equivalents $1,551,640 $69 $ 44,365
Investments - at market - - 149,086
Receivables
Taxes-uncollected 276,640 - -
Taxes-unredeemed 76,221 - -
Elderly liens 53,968 - -
Tax deeded property 12,931 - -
Amount to be provided for
compensated absences - - -
TOTAL ASSETS $1,971,400 $69 $193,451
LIABILITIES:
Accounts Payable $ $ $ 286
Due to school district 1,664,008 - -
Compensated absences payable - - -
TOTAL LIABILITIES 1,664,008 - 286
FUND EQUITIES:
Reserved (Note 3) 96,082 - -
Unreserved 211,310 69 -
Unexpendable trust principal - - 170,945
Expendable trust income - - 22,220
TOTAL FUND EQUITIES 307,392 69 193,165
TOTAL LIABILITIES
AND FUND EQUITY $1,971,400 $69 $193,451
-2-
The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements.
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Total
Account Group (Memorandum only) (Note 4)
General Long-
Term Debt 1996 1995





















COMBINED STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES, AND CHANGES IN
FUND BALANCES - BUDGET (GAAP BASIS) AND ACTUAL
GENERAL AND SPECIAL REVENUE FUND TYPES

















































EXCESS (DEFICIENCY) OF REVENUES
OVER EXPENDITURES









EXCESS (DEFICIENCY) OF REVENUES
AND OTHER SOURCES OVER
EXPENDITURES AND OTHER USES
FUND BALANCE - BEGINNING


























$ 2,582 $ 69 $ (2.513)
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TOWN OF GREENLAND. NEW HAMPRHIRF
COMBINED STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES AND CHANGES IN
FUND BALANCES - ALL GOVERNMENTAL FUND TYPES AND EXPENDABLE TRUST FUNDS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1996
Governmental Fiduciary Totals
Fund Types Fund Type (Memorandum Only)
(Note 4)
Special Expendable
General Revenue Trusts 1996 1995
REVENUES:
Taxes $3,926,839 $ - $ - $3,926,839 $3,898,618
State sources 112,783 - - 112,783 131,590
Local sources 528,502 2,204 1,700 532,406 428,852
Investments 39,740 - 12,482 52,222 43,773
TOTAL REVENUES 4,607,864 2,204 14,182 4,624,250 4,502,833
EXPENDITURES:
General government 340,428 - 6,245 346,673 304,212
Public safety 389,268 - - 389,268 366,022
Highway and streets 176,281 - - 176,281 167,437
Sanitation 128,559 - - 128.559 161,706
Health & welfare 24,672 - - 24,672 53,313
Parks & recreation 28,456 - - 28,456 37,691
Debt service 10,461 - - 10,461 17,622
Capital outlay & special warrants 28,921 - - 28,921 12,604
Library - 83,844 - 83,844 68,463
County 301,280 - - 301,280 275,829
School district 3,108,008 - - 3,108,008 2,847,212
Other 1,923 - 268 2,191 2,188
TOTAL EXPENDITURES 4,538,257 83,844 6,513 4,628,614 4,314,299
EXCESS (DEFICIENCY) OF
REVENUES OVER EXPENDITURES 69,607 (81,640) 7,669 (4,364) 188,534
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES (USES)
Operating transfers-in - 79,127 - 79,127 64,25b
Operating transfers-out (65,695) - (13,432) (79,127) (64,250)
TOTAL OTHER FINANCING





FUND BALANCE - BEGINNING











$ 307,392 $ 69 $22,220 $ 329,681 $ 334,045
The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements.
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TOWN OF GREENLAND. NEW HAMPSHIRE
COMBINED STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES AND CHANGES IN
FUND BALANCES - ALL PROPRIETARY FUND TYPES & SIMILAR TRUST FUNDS







Realized and unrealized gain on investments
TOTAL REVENUES
EXPENDITURES
EXCESS REVENUES OVER EXPENDITURES
FUND BALANCE AT BEGINNING OF YEAR







The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements
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TOWN OF GREENLAND. NEW HAMPSHIRE
COMBINED STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS
ALL PROPRIETARY FUND TYPES & SIMILAR TRUST FUNDS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1996
CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES:
Operating income







CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES:
Purchase of securities
NET CASH USED BY INVESTING ACTIVITIES








The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements.
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TOWN OF GREENU\ND NEW HAMPSHIRF
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1996
1. REPORTING ENTITY:
The Town of Greenland (the Town) was incorporated in the early 1700s under the laws of
the State of New Hampshire and operates under an elected three-member Board of
Selectmen. In fiscal year 1996, it was determined that no entities met the required
Government Accounting Standards Board statement #14 criteria of component units.
2. SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES:
The accounting policies of the Town of Greenland, New Hampshire, conform to Generally
Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP) The Town's reporting entity applies all relevant
Governmental Accounting Standards Board (GASB) pronouncements. Proprietary funds
appit Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) pronouncements and Accounting
Principles Board (APB) opinions unless those pronouncements conflict with or contradict
GASB pronouncements, in which case, GASB prevails.
Basis of Presentation-Fund Accounting
The activities of the Town are accounted for through the use of several funds and an
account group. Each fund or account group is a separate accounting entity utilizing
separate sets of self-balancing accounts which are summerized by type in the financial
statements. The following fund types and account group are used by the Town:
Governmental Funds
Government Funds are those through which most governmental functions of the Town are
financed. The acquition, use and balances of the Town's expendable financial resources
and the related liabilities (except those accounted for in fiduciary and proprietary funds) are
accounted for through governmental funds.The measurement focus is based upon
determination of changes in financial position, rather than upon net income determination.
The following are the Town's governmental fund types:
General Fund - The General Fund is the general operating fund of the Town. It is
used to account for all financial resources except those required to be accounted
for in another fund. Most revenue and expenditures of a general government
nature are accounted for in this fund.
Special Revenue Funds - Special Revenue Funds are used to account for the
proceeds of specific revenue sources (other than special assessments, expendable
trusts, or major capital projects) that are legally restricted to specified purposes.
-7-
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TOWN OF GREENl^ND NEW HAMPSHIRE
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1996
Fiduciary Funds
Trust and Agency Funds - Fiduciary Funds are used to account for assets held by the
Town in a trustee capacity. These include Expendable Trusts, Non-expendable Trusts and
Agency Funds. Non-expendable Trusts are held by the Town whereby the principal
balance cannot be spent; however, investment earnings may be spent for the intended
purpose, while Expendable Trusts are accounted for similar to governmental funds.
Agency Funds are custodial in nature (assets equal liabilities) and do not involve
measurement of results of operations.
Account Groups
Long-Tenn Debt Group - The Long-Term Debt Group is used to account for debts and
obligations not accounted for in the respective governmental funds.
Basis of Accounting
The modified accrual basis of accounting is followed by Governmental Funds, Expendable
Trust Funds and Agency funds. Under this method revenues are recognized in the
accounting pehod in which they become both measurable and available (flow of current
financial resources measurement focos). Licenses and permits, charges for services, fines
and forfeits, and miscellaneous revenues are recorded as revenue when received in cash.
General property taxes, self-assessed taxes, and investment earnings are recorded when
earned (when they are measurable and available). Expenditures are recognized in the
accounting pehod in which the fund liability is incurred, if measureable, except
expenditures for debt service, prepaid expenses, and other long-term obligations, which
are recognized when paid.
The accrual basis of accounting is used by propriety and nonexpendable tnjst funds. Their
revenues are recognized when they are earned and their expenses are recognized when
they are incurred (flow of economic resources measurement focus).
Use of Estimates - The preparation of financial statements in conformity with generally
accepted accounting principles requires management to make estimates and assumptions
that affect the reported amounts of assets and liabilities and disclosure of contingent
assets and liabilities at the date of the financial statements and the reported amounts of




TOWN OF GREENLAND NEW HAMPSHIRE
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1996
(CONTINUED)
Cash and cash equivalents - The Town's cash and cash equivalents are considered to be
cash on hand, demand deposits, and short-term investments with original maturities of
three months or less from the date of acquisition.
Investments - Investments are stated at market value as required by Statement of Financial
Accounting Standards (SFAS) No. 115 Accounting for Certain Investments in Debt and
Equity Securities. Marketable equity securities and debt securities should be classified as
either held to maturity, trading, or available-for-sale. Debt securities classified as held-to-
maturity should be reported in the balance sheet at amortized cost. Trading securities and
available-for-sale securities are reported at fair value.
Accounting for Encumbrances - Encumbrance accounting is used for the General Fund
and special revenue funds. Encumbrances are recorded when purchase orders are issued
but are not considered expenditures until liabilities for payments are incurred.
Encumbrances are reported as a reservation of fund balance on the balance sheet.
Encumbrances do not lapse at the close of the fiscal year but are carried forward as
reserved fund balance until liquidated.
Budgetary Control - An annual appropriated budget is adopted for the Town's general fund.
Budgets are prepared by the budget committee and selectmen on a detailed line-item
basis. Revenues are budgeted by source. Expenditures are budgeted by department and
character (salaries, utilities, supplies, etc.). The budget is voted on and enacted at Town
Meeting in the aggregate. The final budget is then presented to the Department of
Revenue Administration for their review and approval of the tax rate. Certain limitations set
by state statue must be adhered to before the rate is established. Since the budget is
voted on in the aggregate the total becomes the legal level of control. Within this control
level, the selectmen may transfer appropriations without further action from the Town.
APPROPRIATED AND RESERVED FUND BALANCE:
Reservations of fund balances represent amounts that are not appropriable or are legally
segregated for a specific purpose. Reservations have been made to designate the portion
of the fund balance which is not available currently for the following items:
Coakley landfill taxes $29,183
Elderiy lien 53,968
Tax deeded properties 12,931
$96,082
The Coakley landfill reservation is for the unpaid real estate taxes from 1988-1996. The
property has not been tax deeded to the Town because of potential liability for the
environmental impairment of the real estate involved.
Elderiy lien and tax deeded property reservations have been made to offset those items
which are not currently available for appropriation.
-9-
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TOWN OF GREENLAND NEW HAMPSHIRF
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1996
(CONTINUED)
4. TOTAL COLUMNS ON COMBINED STATEMENTS - OVERVIEW:
Total columns on the Combined Statements are captioned "Memorandum Only" to indicate
that they are presented only to facilitate financial analysis. Data in these columns do not
present financial position, results of operations or changes in financial position in
conformity with generally accepted accounting principles. Such data is not comparable to
a consolidation since interfund elimination's have not been made.
5. PROPERTY TAX CYCLE:
Property taxes are based on values assessed as of April 1, and are normally due by
December 1, or thirty days subsequent to mailing date, whichever is later. Taxes due and
unpaid after the respectice due date are subject to interest at 12%. The Town has an
ultimate right to foreclose on property for which taxes have not been paid. 90 days after
the taxes become delinquent the tax collector can initiate the tax lien/sale procedure by
notifying the taxpayer by certified mail that they have 32 days to pay the bill or a lien shall
be recorded against the property at the Registrar of Deeds. Once such lien is placed,
interest increases to 18%.
If full redemption of such outstanding tax lien is not timely made within two years of the
execution of the lien, including statutory interest and costs accrued thereon, a tax deed
may be issued to the holder of such lien pursuant to RSA 80:38 or RSA 80:76, and
disposed of as the deed holder shall determine.
6. PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT:
The Town has not maintained a complete record of general fixed assets and accordingly a
complete statement of general fixed assets required by generally accepted accounting
principles is not included.
7. CASH AND INVESTMENTS:
RSA 48:16 requires that all funds belonging to the Town shall be deposited in solvent
banks within the state, except funds may be deposited in banks outside the state if such
banks pledge and deliver collateral to the state treasurer of equal value as the funds




TOWN OF GREENUVND NFW HAMPSHIRE
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1996
(CONTINUED)
CASH AND INVESTMENTS (continued)
The Town's cash deposits and investments at December 31, 1996, are categorized by
maturity date and by the level of nsk assumed by the Town. The risk categories are
defined as follows:
(1) Insured or collateralized with securities held by the Town or its agent in Town's
name;
(2) Collateralized with securities held by the pledging financial institution's trust
department or agent in the Town's name;
(3) Uncollateraiized or uninsured for which securities are held by the financial
institution's trust department or agent but not in the Town's name.
At December 31, 1996, the Town's deposits and investments consisted of the following:
Categories Balance Market
1 2 3 Value
Demand deposits $144,434 - $1,451,640 $1,596,074 $1,596,074
Securities : 149,086 149,086 149,086
$144,434 - $1,600,726 $1,745,160 $1,745,160
8. COMPENSATED ABSENCES:
Full-time permanent employees are granted vacation and sick leave benefits in varying
amounts based upon tenure. In addition, an eligible employee who resigns, retires, or is
discharged will be paid the employee's accumulated unused vacation and sick pay. The
employee shall receive the entire amount of accumulated vacation time (which is subject to
a 10-day annual carryover restriction) and shall receive unused sick pay up to a 60-day
maximum to be paid at one-half the rate of the employee's rate of pay.
The estimated current portion of the liability for vested vacation and sick leave benefits
attributable to the Town's govenmentai funds is recorded as an expenditure and liability in




TOWN OF GREENLAND NEW HAMPSHIRF
DETAILED STATEMENT OF GENERAL FUND REVENUES. EXPENDITURES
AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCE - BUDGET (GAAP BASIS) AND ACTUAL






Property $3,997,064 $3,998,869 $ 1,805
Land use charge 14,000 24,050 10,050
Yield tax - 250 250
Discounts (115,666) (96,330) 19,336
3,895,398 3,926,839 31,441
STATE SOURCES;
Shared revenues 70,284 70,284 -
Highway subsidies 41,671 41,635 (36)
Other 16,250 864 (15,386)
128,205 112,783 (15,422)
LOCAL SOURCES:
Outside Police details 50,820 43,375 (7,445)
Motor vehicle registrations 348,000 386,177 38,177
Franchise fee 6,000 7,943 1,943
Interest on deposits 25,000 39,740 14,740
Rent & sale of Town property 500 13,123 12,623
Permits, filing fees 1,725 4,830 3,105
Dog licenses 2,000 2,660 660
Interest & penalties on taxes 16,000 45,803 29,803
Income from departments 15,715 14,210 (1,505)
Insurance 4,050 3,996 (54)
Other 2,010 6,385 4,375
471,820 568,242 96,422
TOTAL REVENUES $4,495,423 $4,607,864 $112,441
-12-
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TOWN OF GREENLAND NEW HAMPSHIRE
DETAILED STATEMENT OF GENERAL FUND REVENUES, EXPENDITURES
AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCE - BUDGET (GAAP BASIS) AND ACTUAL






Executive $77,660 $68,645 $ 9,015
Election, registration, and
vital statistics 31,544 39,978 (8,434)
Financial administration 33,999 33,726 273
Legal 24,521 26,055 (1,534)
Employee benefits 19,000 35,978 (16,978)
Planning and zoning 9,675 11,900 (2,225)
General government buildings 20,500 35,143 (14,643)
Cemeteries 10,500 11,792 (1,292)
Insurance 50,679 31,554 19,125
Regional association 3,623 3,647 (24)
Abatements/Refunds 10,000 26,260 (16,260)
Contingency 20,000 15,750 4,250
311,701 340,428 (28,727)
PUBLIC SAFETY: ~~
Police 320,450 331,543 (11,093)
Fire 52,400 52,942 (542)
Conservation commission 400 - 400
Emergency management 1,500 1,121 379
Ambulance 4,000 3,662 338
378,750 389,268 (10,518)
HIGHWAYS & STREETS: ~
Town maintenance 180,600 157,322 23,278
Street lights 18,000 18,959 (959)
198,600 176,281 22,319
SANITATION: ~~
Trash pick-up 130,300 128,559 1,741
HEALTH & WELFARE:
Town poor 39,100 11,829 27,271
Health department 15,206 8,556 6,650
Animal control 4,970 4,287 683
$ 59,276 $ 24,672 $ 34,604
-13-
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TOWN OF GREENLAND. NEW HAMPSHIRE
DETAILED STATEMENT OF GENERAL FUND REVENUES, EXPENDITURES
AND CHANGES IN FUND BAU\NCE - BUDGET (GAAP BASIS) AND ACTUAL







Parks & recreation program
Patriotic & Historical
DEBT SERVICE;
Interest - short term








EXCESS DEFICIENCY OF REVENUES
OVER EXPENDITURES
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES (USES)
Operating transfers-in
Operating transfers-out
TOTAL OTHER SOURCES (USES)
EXCESS (DEFICIENCY) OF REVENUES AND
OTHER SOURCES OVER EXPENDITURES
AND OTHER USES
FUND BALANCE AT BEGINNING OF YEAR



































We have audited the accompanying general purpose financial statements of the Town of Greenland,
New Hampshire as of and for the year ended December 31. 1996, as listed in the table of contents.
These general purpose financial statements are the responsibility of the Town's management. Our
responsibility is to express an opinion on these general purpose financial statements, based on our
audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards. Those standards
require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the general
purpose financial statements are free of material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a
test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the general purpose financial
statements. An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates
made by management, as well as evaluating the overall general purpose financial statement
presentation. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
The Town has not maintained a record of its general fixed assets and accordingly a statement of
general fixed assets, required by generally accepted accounting principles, is not presented in the
financial report.
In our opinion, the general purpose financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material
respects, the financial position of the Town of Greenland as of December 31, 1996, and the results of
its operations and cash flows of its proprietary fund types and nonexpendable Trust Funds for the
year then ended, in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles.
Portsmouth, New Hampshire // ^
June 3, 1997
15 Main Street, Topsfield, MA 01983 • Tel (508) 887-2220 • Fax (508) 887-5443
54 Court Street, Portsmouth, NH 03801 • Tel (603) 436-8110 • Fax (603) 427-0888
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REPORT OF TOWN CLERK
Jan. 1st to Dec. 31st, 1997
Auto Registrations $464,555.00
Decals, MV - Total to Town 4,93 7.50
Boat Registrations 25.64
Dog Licenses w/fines $3,215.00
Less fees 436.00 2,779.00
Marriage Licenses 798.00
Sale of Town Property (Copier,
Zoning books, check lists) 1,025.88
Vital statistics copy fees
to State Treasurer 195.00
Bad check charges, 3 50.00
Dog Fines (Civil Forfeitures) 525.00
Dump permits purchased 1,365.00
Filing fees 3.00
Filings, Planning Board 2,170.00
Filings, Board of Adjustment 450.00
TOTAL TO TREASURER $479,179.02
HEALTH OFFICER REPORT 1997
Investigations of reported ground water
contamination and faulty/failed waste dispo-
sal systems were investigated. Systems found
in a failure mode were repaired. Commercial
and certain food services facilities were
inspected for compliance with applicable
regulations. Testimony was presented at a
legislative hearing on a new "Indoor Srroking
Act". Attendance at seminars and meetings
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Property taxes $3,977, 004. 17
Interest on Property Tax 7, 095. 25
Tax Sales Redeemed 51, 268. 54
Interest and costs 9, 007. 00
Land Use Change Tax 50, 830. 00
Tax Sale 113, 621. 03
Tax Refund 3, 424. 05
Town Clerk
Motor Vehicle/Boat Permits $464, 580.,64




Board of Adjustment 450,.00
Vital Statistics 195..00
Dump Permits 1-,365,.00
Sale of Town Property 1.,025,.88
Bad Check Charges 350,.00
Fines and Forfeits 525,.00
Motor Vehicle Decal Fees 4,,937,.50




Railroad Tax Distribution 343,.19
Rooms Sc Meals Tax 32,,006,.67
Road Toll Refund 2.,170,.98
Other State Grants 1.,255,.82
Other Income
Trust Funds $5,, 500 .00
Refunds 16,,876 .85
Franchise Fee 9,,189 .82
Rental - Town Property 1,,725 .00
Insurance Adjustment 6,,259 .53
Insurance Reimbursement 1,,748 .36
49
Revenue from Service 447.00
Revenue - Misc. Sources 38,468.77
Elderly Tax Lein/Int. 1,550.01
Fleet Bank
Tax Anticipation Note $1,000,000.00
Interest on Deposits 41,518.41




Stale Check Credited 627.11
Cash on hand 12/31/97 $1,354,736.52
REPORT OF THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN
It doesn't seem possible, but it's that time
of year again. The Board of Selectmen, with
the help of Administrator Rugg, have con-
tinued to provide services to the town at
reasonable prices . The electronic cataloging
of all real property in town has been com-
pleted. The Town Policy Manual has been
rewritten to meet the changing needs of the
town. Mr. Rugg has again worked with the
State Department of Revenue Adjustment to
ensure that Greenland's tax bills are mailed
as early as possible. This results in reduc-
ing the amount of money that the town must
borrow in tax anticipation notes.
We have worked with the various Town Boards
to improve our parliamentary procedures and
we presently tape record all our public
hearings and most meetings.
We are participating in an area study with
our neighboring towns to access the quantity
50
of water available in the aquifer and how
fast it is replenished.
The Supreme Court case concerning the Bed and
Breakfast Country Inn suit is scheduled for a
February hearing. Our full-time employees are
now paying 10% of their health benefits as
they realize the impact that escalating
premiums have on the Town Budget . Streets and
Highways is an area that is very susceptible
to our NH weather, so it is hard to antic-
ipate where our attention needs to be direct-
ed until spring. The hot top that has been
available in the past years does not appear
to hold up as well. However, we continue to
improve our roads, drainage systems and
railroad crossings. As a result of increased
tonnage, two new 50 yd. roll on containers
have replaced two 17 year old 4 yd. contain-
ers at the transfer station, this provides us
with 25% more capacity. We hope to complete
the cleaning at the town dump to prepare it
for eventual closure when so ordered by the
State.
All the towns departments participated in
developing the Town of Greenland Capital
Improvement Plan. This plan ensures that a
permanent growth control ordinance could be
voted on by the town. It also made a lot of
citizens aware of the future needs of this
growing community.
Congratulations to A. Parker Twombly on his
94th birthday. We were pleased to award him
Greenland's Boston Post Cane.
The Weeks House Board of Directors have
extended an invitation to anyone wishing to
visit this Historic house to see what it was
like to live in Greenland in the 1700s.
51
As always, the Board welcomes the public,
"our customers', to attend our meetings. They




REPORT OF THE PLANNING BOARD
1997 was a busy year for the Planning Board.
We have produced a Capital Improvement Plan
and several ordinances for the March Elec-
tion, the primary being the Golf Course
Ordinance. We would like to thank each and
every citizen for their input at the public
hearings. Your comments are essential to help
us best represent Greenland. We would also
like to thank Joe Rehler, Mike Griffin, Paul
Sanderson and Eric Weinrieb for their fine




TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS
Cemetery Fund
Receipts: Fund A $1,972.34
Fund B 1,06 0.24
Sale of lots cash 500.00
Disbursements: Dep. in savings prep.
Care Cemetery Expense 8,003.35
Library Fund
Bal. on hand 12/31/97




Payments: Trustee Weeks Library 1,613.75
Cash on hand
School Fund
On Dep. PSB 12/31 #123334
Interest 1997 $27.18
Disbursed to School Dist. 27.18
Bal. on hand PSB 1,007.41
Side Walk Fund
On Dep. PSB #123333 $1,007.14
Piscataqua Sav. #20760 2,468.12
Bal. on hand 12/31/97 PSB 1,007.14
Piscataqua Sav. 2,468.12
Emma Perkins Cem. Fund
On Deposit PSB #13116 $14,966.00
Interest 1997 1,690.58
Bal. on hand 14,966.00
Disbursed 1,690.58
Greenland Cem. Lot Fund
On Deposit PSB #131113
Interest 1997 $245.85
Bal. on hand 9,3 72.74
Disbursed
Bertha Norton Library Fund
On Deposit PSB #136980 2,014.82
Interest 1997 $ 54.41
Bal. on hand 2,014.82
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Disbursed - Library 54.41
Gwen Sanderson School Fund
Paine Webber Inc
.
Interest 1997 $ 177.44
Disbursed Scholarships 177.44
Geo Ludwicf Flower Fund
On Deposit Bank of NH #G-5000327
Interest 1997 $ 8.62




Perry P & H 227.89
Mahar Irr. Corp. 50.00
Cassell Monument 250.00
City of Portsmouth Water Dept
.
50.00
Postmaster - Greenland 32.00
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Officer Wanted/Misc. Complaints 380
Info-Directions/General/Etc. 562
House Checks 13 94
Motor Vehicle Violations 1479
TOTAL ACTIVITIES 10,009
POLICE DEPARTMENT REPORT
This year, our Department responded to over
10,000 incidents representing a dramatic
increase over previous years. With the Town's
fast-paced growth, there has been a signifi-
cant increase in crime, including 152 arrests
(52 more than 1996) .
National statistics indicate that crime is
moving out of the cities to the suburbs,
where houses are easier to break into, and
the bounty is more lucrative. This trend is
occurring in Greenland. We saw in theft
related incidents, $207,384 worth of stolen
property. We also responded to 42 reports of
vandalism, at a cost of $22,445 to Greenland
residents. Due to manpower constraints, we
were unable to dedicate an officer to inves-
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tigate and solve these crimes on a full-time
basis.
While all criminal activity is of concern, we
find it particularly disturbing to report an
increase in the seriousness of violent crimes
in Greenland. In August our officers responded
to an armed robbery of the Cumberland Farms
store on Rte 33. We responded to 224 burglary
alarms, there were 6 other hold-up alarms, we
served 27 restraining orders, as well as
reports of prostitution, rape, fraud, runa-
ways, missing persons, and drug- related
incidents
.
This year, we have experienced heavy traffic
jams during peak morning and evening rush
periods. A 1995 state study found that 23,000
vehicles per day travel through Greenland on
Rt 33. Traffic related incidents increased to
2,447, with 1479 violations, 266 motorist
assists, 161 accidents, 541 other traffic
related incidents (mv complaints, parking
complaints, radar checks, etc.) with over 50%
of these on Rt 33.
Our officers are dedicated professionals who
strive to provide the highest level of pro-
tection with minimum response times. Unfor-
tunately, due to the tremendous demand for
our services, it is becoming harder to
achieve and exceed our goals. In 1997, the
number of investigations required to follow-
up on open incidents increased by 115%. To
better serve the citizens of Greenland and
make an impact on these case loads, we are
proposing the addition of a Detective to our
force. Greenland is currently the only sea-
coast town (with the exception of New Castle,
which is considerably smaller) , that does not
have a Detective position.
As always, we request your help in contacting
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us to report any unusual activities. The more
information we get, the better chance we have
of deterring crime and making Greenland a
safer place for all.
My office door continues to be open for your
comments and suggestions.
Respectfully Submitted,
Scot S. Blanchard, Chief
GREENLAND VOL. FIRE DEPT.
The Greenland Fire Department responded to a
total of 206 calls in 1997
66 Fire Calls
14 Calls for Emergency Medical Aid
We issued 84 permits to burn brush
2 assembly permits
15 oil burner permits
2 day care permits
4 kerosene permits
5 occupancy permits
4 elec. inspect, and 6 mech. inspect.
Many hours were spent with the State Fire
Marshall's office with our extensive Fire
inspection program.
The Fire Department is still in need of new
members. You provide the time and we will
provide all the training and gear that you
need.
We now have 3 EMT intermediate level volun-
teers on our Ambulance. To become EMT inter-
mediate you need 194 hours of training, you
have to take a 24 hour recert every 2 years




Fire Chief - Timothy C. Collins
Deputy Chiefs - Ronald Hussey
Chipper Hussey
Captains - John Cots, Bob Leonard
Ralph Cresta, Peter Gordon (EMS)
Engineers - Richard Fralick, Rick Hussey
Matt Tobey
EMS Coordinator -Richard Murphy
Training Officer - Bernard Marvin III
The Greenland Fire Department regretfully
reports the passing of former member Don
Casey. He was a long-time member who contrib-
uted much and will be greatly missed.
Fire Permit Requirements
Permission: All open burning shall conform to
applicable State Laws (RSA 224)
Open burning shall be allowed after obtaining
a permit from the Fire Department
.
You must own the land where you intend to
burn.
If you do not own the land, you must have the
owner's written approval.
You must be 18 years of age or older
No burning between the hours of 9 AM and 5 PM
unless it is raining or the ground is covered
with snow.
If the fire is declared a nuisance it must be
extinguished. The fire department shall order
the extinguishment of any open burning which
creates or adds to a hazardous or objection-
able situation.
Kindling of Fires: Burning of brush over 5"
in diameter is prohibited.
Burning of leaves, tires, tubes, refuse or
waste is prohibited.
Open burning should not be less than 50' from
the nearest field, brush, woodland, or struc-
ture .
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Sufficient fire fighting equipment shall be
on hand to extinguish the fire at any time.
Any open burning shall be constantly attended
until the fire is extinguished.
Authorized to issue Fire Permits
Lorre Bossie (Town Office)
Peter Gordon Ronald Hussey
Steven Smith John Cots
Chipper Hussey Ralph Cresta
Violet Chisholm Tim Collins
Respectfully Submitted,
/s/ Timothy C. Collins, Chief of Department
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Carbon Monoxide Fact Sheet
What is carbon monoxide?
Carbon monoxide is a gas that is odorless, colorless and tasteless, but very toxic. Whether you
heat with oil, natural gas, coal or wood, your heating system can produce carbon monoxide if it is
not working properly or it is inadequately vented.
Wtiat are some of the symptoms of carbon monoxide poisoning?
A victim may experience ANY of the following symptoms, or only one or a few symptoms:
Headaches Fainting upon exertion
Irritability Loss ofmuscle control
Unclear thinking Tightening of the chest
Di22iness Sleepiness
Weakness Fluttering of the heart
Visual disturbances Confusion
Nausea • Cherry red skin (in severe cases)
Vomiting
Prolonged exposure can lead to unconsciousness, brain damage or death.
What signs could indicate the presence of carbon monoxide?
Stuffy, stale or smelly air
Very high humidity
No draft in a chimney or a hot draft backing out of the heating system and into the basement,
house or building
Fallen soot from a fireplace or chinmey
How can you reduce the risk of carbon monoxide poisoning?
Do not use stemo or barbecue grills indoors.
Ifyou are cooking with a gas flame, make sure the flame is blue (not yellow).
Don't use your stove or range for heat.
Have yoiir heating system "tuned up" each year by a qualified technician before the heating
season begins.
Ifyou have made major renovations or enclosed your heating system area, check for adequate
ventilation.
Have your service company check your chimney or vent pi|>es for blockage.
Keep outside vents clear of snow.
Don't sit inside a motionless vehicle for a prolonged period of time with the motor running.
Don't leave the motor running in an enclosed area, such as a garage.
Don't repair lawn mowers, snow blowers or vehicles indoors without proper ventilation.
What should you do if you suspect the presence of carbon monoxide?
Open the windows and doors.
Call your fiiel supplier or a licensed heating contractor for an emergency inspection.















This was the year the library became fully
automated. The first six months, we located,
edited and imported machine readable records
for every item in the collection into the new
database . Volunteers placed barcodes in every
title. The second six months were spent
learning how to operate the circulation
system, teach our patrons how to use the
automated catalog, correcting errors, and
discovering material that had slipped by
earlier. Thank you for your patience during
the learning process. The check in/check out
process is much faster, the software reminds
us when books are overdue, and when a title
is reserved for a patron. It also keeps a log
for each items and statistics by day and
year. We began re -registering patrons in
January and by December 31st, 903 community
members had received a new library card and
borrowed material; that is close to one third
of the population of Greenland.
Electronic communication and access to other
databases has helped us borrow 361 items that
we do not own for people to read plus receive
8 full -text articles from journals we do not
have. CD-Rom and Internet access have helped
to answer reference questions that would have
stumped us just a year ago. Internet access
is available to our patrons, also, and we
realized just how many people use this when.
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through a software glitch, we lost the Inter-
net connection for ten days this fall.
Besides technology, the library also offered
three reading/discussions series, 90 story
hours for preschoolers, a summer program
based on a space theme, "Take Me To Your
Readers", which involved 125 children, who
read 12 00 books in an 8 week period, weekly
children's craft activities during the fall
months, and special holiday crafts projects.
July 3 0th, 1897 was the date one hundred
years ago when ground was broken to build a
library for the community. To commemorate the
date, we broke new ground by introducing our
web site on July 30th, 1997. Hosted by Green-
horse Communications, you can visit the
library's home page at www.weekslibrary.org.
Contributions from individuals and organiza-
tions in the community have helped to provide
materials, programs, and supplies. Ultra net
Communications continues to donate unlimited
Internet access and is joined now by Green-
horse Communications of Greenland who provide
the site for the library's web page. A dedi-
cated group of volunteers provided us with
approximately 4 50 hours of services during
which they typed overdue notices, processed
new books, prepared activity materials, and
shelved books. We could not operate without
them.
We hope to continue to provide the service to
fill, your informational and recreational
reading needs during the coming year, our
100th year of operation.
Bonnie K. Gardner, Library Director
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In 1997, the Conservation Commission worked
with the State Department of Environmental
Services on environmental issues relating to
the truckstop at Exit 3 on Rt 3 3 and Ocean
Road. The Commission looked into a wetlands
issue on Drake Drive involving the State
Wetlands Board. There were also a number of
permitting issues investigated by the Conser-
vation Commission. A member of the Conserva-
tion Commission provided inputs to the Town's
Master Plan Committee.
Respectfully submitted.
The Greenland Conservation Commission
MOSQUITO CONTROL COMMISSION
The Greenland mosquito control program is
focused upon controlling mosquito breeding
areas. Common wetland breeding areas include
saltmarshes, woodland pools, roadside ditch-
es and red maple swamps. There is 168 acres
of "high" saltmarsh in Greenland.
The application of a bacterial insecticide is
the primary control method. The bacterium is
very specific to mosquito larvae and requires
precise timing since the bacterium must be
ingested. Once mosquito larvae mature, they
will no longer feed on bacterium. Many labor
hours are spent checking wetland habitats
throughout the season to coordinate time
applications. The bacterium is very effective
and commonly eliminates 90-95% of the mosqui-
to population where applied.
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The 1997 mosquito season was unusually dry.
Precipitation during the 1996-97 winter was
well below average and July and August were
extremely dry. Freshwater mosquito breeding
was minimal due to smaller wetland habitats.
Red maple swamps still required surveillance
and control but on a smaller scale than usual.
The saltmarshes were not dependent upon
rainfall and mosquito development occurred
following tidal floodings. There were four
tidal floodings this season that resulted in
bacterium applications.
The town of Greenland started a saltmarsh
restoration project this year. The Winnicut
River Saltmarsh is a degraded wetland and the
most productive mosquito breeding habitat in
Greenland. It is capable of producing tremen-
dous mosquito populations continually
throughout the warm weather months . The town
received matching funding and use of wetland
excavation equipment from the US Fish and
Wildlife Service, Ducks Unlimited and the
Gulf of Main Council. When completed, the
project v/ill restore fish and wildlife habi-
tat by restoring minnow fish habitat on the
saltmarsh surface. The minnow fish have a
voracious appetite for mosquito larvae. It is
a goal of this wetland restoration project to
eliminate the necessity of mosquito control
application and to allow minnows to be perma-
nent residents of the marsh surface.
Mosquito Control Commission







The major activity carried out by Greenland
Emergency Management during 1997 was asso-
ciated with plan reviews and updates
.
Included were the Radiological Emergency
Response Plan, the town Basic Emergency
Management Operations Plan, and the Hazardous
Material Response Plan.
The latest revision of the Town of Greenland,
RERP, as well as the State of New Hampshire
plan, is on file at the Weeks Public Library
for any citizen to review.
The Town BEMOP, is designed to provide a plan
of action for the various town agencies to
follow in the event of any number of situa-
tions that may befall the community. The
Hazardous Materials Response Plan is an annex
to the basic plan, but specifically deals
with hazardous material, both stored or
transported through the community, as defined
under Federal Sara Title III. A copy of
these will also be available at the library
upon completion of the updates.
There were two Emergency Operations Center
training sessions held in December involving
the Police and Fire departments as well as
the Selectmen, Town Clerk and Town Adminis-
trator.
In 1998, the Town will be participating in a
Statewide exercise designed to test the State
and local Communities ability to deal with a
major hurricane. Our RERP will also be
tested, by the Federal Emergency Management
Agency, during 1998.
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I would urge individuals in the community who
may have special needs or require special
assistance during an emergency to contact
myself, or the Town Clerk, so that we have
this information on file to help you if the
need arises. This information will be held
in strict confidence.
We are always looking for members of the
community who would be interested in joining
our Emergency Management Team. There are
many different ways to help and participate
in helping your neighbor in time of need, so
again, please contact me or stop by the Town




In 1997, the town's recycling program con-
tinued to experience a consistent level of
participation and success compared to past
years. 5.9 tons of recyclable material were
collected on average each month during the
year. This means that just under 71 tons of
your household waste were diverted from the
town's waste stream in 1997!
Last year's Town Report discussed a signifi-
cant slump in the market value of various
grades of residential post -consumer paper,
including the newspaper we collect on the
first Saturday of the month. As a result, we
saw the tipping fee for newspaper rise to $50
per ton during the fall of 1996 through
January of 1997. We are happy to report this
year that, as expected, this increase was
temporary and the tipping fee for newspaper
returned to $20 per ton for the majority of
1997. Based on this experience, the warrant
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article to fund the recycling program for
1998 requests the appropriation of $8,500
which is $1,000 less than last year's appro-
priation.
Remember to separate your aluminum cans which
the Friends of the Library cash in to support
various initiatives at the Weeks Library.
Thanks to those of you who so readily volun-
teer at our bimonthly drop-offs.
Rich Carlin - Chairman
Skip Baghdoyan Anne Pope
Mary Mueller Dick Rugg
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LIST BY OWNER NAME
Owner ' s Name Map Block
Total Assessed
Parcel Value
A E REALTY TRUST R 12 6 429, 300
A-HA TRUST R 18 26 284 800
ADAM I MEREDITH S R 7 54 87 400
ADAMI MEREDITH S R 7 2 B 87 400
ADAMS HAYWARD T R 13 34 J 410 000
ADAMS THOMAS EDWARD R 7 2 D 89 200
ADAMS WILLIAM M R 16 11 141 700
ADDORIO RONALD P R 7 52 200 700
ADDORIO RONALD P U 7 1 131 000
AGAZARIAN DAVID R 9 8 A 225 800
AGENTIS MICHAEL A R 21 10 S 105 300
AGRODNIA PAULA J R 7 29 217 800
AKERMAN BRADLEY W R 15 16 260 800
ALEXANDER SCOTT I R 12 45 246 800
ALIX FRANCIS R R 18 20 294 500
ALIX HENRY L R 17 46 208 300
ALLEN PARKER S R 20 25 38 700
ALLEN PARKER S R 20 27 43 400
ALLEN PARKER S R 20 26 38 700
ALLEN SCOTT D R 14 26 180 900
ALTMAN FRANCES M R 22 11 172 300
AMAROSA PETER J U 1 67 C 146 800
ANDERSEN JEFF H U 5 17 235 600
ANDREWS JEFFREY S R 12 44 230 300
ANNICELLI ANDREW A R 16 24 168 400
AREY DOUGLAS S R 3 16 A 183 300
AREY EVELYN R REV LIVING TRUST R 3 16 148 600
AREY RICHARD W R 15 6 73 700
ARNDT F GEORGE R 14 22 453 200
ARSENAULT DONALD L U 4 17 217 200
ASSET TITLE HOLDING INC R 4 5 5 800
ASSET TITLE HOLDING INC R 4 4 22 400
ASSET TITLE HOLDING INC R 4 3 11 700
ASSET TITLE HOLDING INC R 4 1 13 400
ASSET TITLE HOLDING INC R 4 6 3 900
ASSET TITLE HOLDING INC R 4 7 5 100
ASSET TITLE HOLDING INC R 5 1 147 000
ASSET TITLE HOLDING INC R 5 22 4 500
ASSET TITLE HOLDING INC R 5 5 7 700
AUBERTINE WILLIAM F R 10 43 159 300
AUGUSTA STEVEN P R 9 3 A 220 800
AVILES MONSERRATE R 21 58 172 200
BACON STEPHEN M R 17 43 A 288 600
BAGHDOYAN LEON A JR R 22 9 263 000
BAILEY EGIZIA N R 6 12 A 188 100
BAKER FRANCES D R 6 18 108 500
BAL RONALD I R 18 8 276 800
BALCOMB ALAN J R 16 5 227 100
BALTHASER FAMILY TRUST U 6 24 127 000
BANESTER STEPHEN G R 20 31 43 000
BANESTER STEPHEN G R 20 30 38 700
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BAY COLONY REALTY ASSOCIATES















BELCHER BETTY NORTON REV TRST
BELL JEFFERY T
BELL K B REV INTERVIVOS TRT 9 5
BELL WALTER W JR
BELLANTONE ROBIN W
BELLEVUE KENNETH & BEVERLY
BELLEVUB KENNETH U BEVERLY
BEMIS DENNIS C
BENNETT EVERETT W JR
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BOSTON Sc MAINE RAILROAD
BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD
BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD
BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD
BOSTON Sc MAINE RAILROAD
BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD
BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD
BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD
BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD
BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD
BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD
BOSTON £c MAINE RAILROAD
BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD
BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD




























BRACKETT JOHN R SR










R 10 19 118,500
R 20 47 42, 500
R 21 3 5, 500
R 21 1 131,500
R 7 2 Q 182, 000
R 5 15 206, 500
U 1 67 A 118, 600
R 12 42 104,200
R 21 2 44, 100
R 7 17 8, 500
R 12 34 A 7,200
R 21 47 3, 700
R 1 1 5, 900
R 12 34 15, 600
R 21 37 17, 900
R 1 1 A 700
R 1 11 B 11, 600
R 1 11 33, 000
R 1 11 A 13,400
R 16 16 13, 800
R 13 4 45, 700
R 16 1 A 36, 900
R 16 1 16,400
R 22 18 153, 600
U 1 43 129, 800
R 12 33 149, 500
R 12 31 235,300
R 10 8 114, 900
U 6 12 165, 600
R 7 38 212, 000
R 12 23 D 258, 100
R 17 8 121,300
R 21 10 T 105, 300
R 21 66 134, 900
U 8 37 166, 000
R 21 10 G 123, 800
R 12 26 F 2, 000
R 12 26 189, 000
R 12 26 H 100
R 12 26 G 200
R 13 12 1, 800
R 12 21 170, 800
R 12 18 D 184, 800
R 12 18 B 213, 500
R 12 18 A 195, 900
R 12 21 A 203, 000
R 12 17 168, 700
R 12 18 195, 300
R 12 47 100
R 12 48 100
R 12 34 B 1, 200
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C T G TRUST
CAMPANO DANIEL S
CANAL ELECT. CO
CANINO LISA A REV TRUST













CASWELL DANA F & DENISE A
CASWELL WILLIAM L
GATES BARRY G
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COAKLEY PATRICK J EST OF
COASTAL CONCRETE CO INC


























R 12 23 A 245,
U 2 21 67,
U 9 52 100,
U 3 8 247,
R 12 20 180,
R 3 3 123,
R 22 27 90,
R 13 56 370,
R 18 21 233,
R IS 10 375,
R 2 1 69,
R 1 5 1,
R 11 29 159,
U 1 32 203,
U 7 16 199,
U 10 11 101,
R 12 19 108,
U 6 2 105,
R 22 29 168,
R 9 8 M 233,
R 3 4 195,
R 11 14 G 223,
U 6 10 4,
R 5 17 177,
R 1 9 A 1,
R 21 48 101,
R 21 46 37,
R 20 21 41,
R 20 22 43,
R 20 20 41,
R 20 23 43,
R 7 13 166,
R 15 8 252,
R 17 34 202,
R 7 9 158,
U 8 33 182,
R 8 3 12,
R 3 1 H 107,
R 10 18 B 1,
R 10 18 190,
R 10 18 A 193,
R 7 43 158,
R 5 9 158,
U 9 63 101,
P 4 B 3,
U 9 38 117,
R 17 24 192,
R 9 3 B 215,
R 12 41 60,
U 1 60 156,
R 17 16 172
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COURTEAU ANDREW R JR








CRESTA RALPH J JR











CUMM REVOCABLE LIVING TRST






D D COOK BUILDERS INC
D D COOK BUILDERS INC
D D COOK BUILDERS INC
D D COOK BUILDERS INC
D D COOK BUILDERS INC
DALLAIRE LORETTA M
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DONNELLY -KATSANOS ELYSE A
DONOHOE JOHN P
DONOVAN CAROL D
DONOVAN PAUL A & PETER A
DORAN CHARLENE C
DOW BEVERLY A REVOCABLE TRUST






DOWNS JAMES S III
DRAKE FRED M
DRAKE OWENA T REVOCABLE TRUST
DRAPCHO DAVID L
DREW RE & NM REV TRUST 1996









R 22 24 170,200
R 13 33 G 451,300
R 12 27 800
R 12 22 157, 100
R 12 24 500
R 13 13 212,700
U 4 4 108,400
R 9 5 104,300
R 10 28 122,300
R 7 20 148, 900
R 16 19 236,800
U 2 15 247, 800
R 10 10 A 184, 900
R 8 2 21,400
R 16 38 267, 800
R 13 69 393, 600
R 11 57 257, 000
U 9 21 101, 500
R 7 7 134, 000
R 13 70 732,200
R 11 14 D 236, 000
U 7 32 148, 900
R 14 2 A 314,100
U 6 23 120, 000
U 6 34 114, 800
R 20 6 A 3, 809,200
R 7 58 87,400
R 16 20 166, 500
R 21 10 K 94,200
U 6 37 144, 100
R 13 25 200, 000
U 8 6 263,400
R 7 47 238, 500
R 7 24 110, 500
R 7 25 174, 100
R 7 23 113, 000
R 20 28 42,300
R 20 29 42,300
U 9 20 98,300
R 5 20 162, 500
R 21 10 P 118,100
R 17 37 229, 800
R 17 53 251, 500
R 12 5 204,300
R 9 3 C 162,700
R 10 53 216,200
R 7 8 G 163, 000
U 2 28 155,600
U 6 9 179, 500
U 4 34 155,600
U 9 7 115,800
























33 H 163 800















2 H 87 700
8 173 100
23 E 282 900
12 266 700
30 149 900
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FITZGERALD THEODORE R JR
FLAGG JONATHAN M
FLAHERTY EM REV LIVING TRUST
FLANDERS MARJORIB B
FLEMING MARK
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GOWEN G EDWARD & THOMAS C
GOWEN MARY B REV LIVING TRUST
GOW3N RACHEL R REV TRUST 8 9
GOWEN THOMAS C 89 REV TRUST
GOWEN THOMAS C 89 REV TRUST
GRAHAM GLENN D
GRAHAM JUDITH A
GRANITE STATE GAS TRANSMISSION
GRANITE STATE PIONEER GRP LLC













GREENLAND VILLAGE REALTY LLC
GREENWOOD HEATHER N
u 1 62 164,
R 10 7 218,
R 6 12 237,
U 3 10 142,
U 6 7 135,
R 12 23 B 264,
U 1 57 198,
U 1 58 68,
U 1 34 176,
R 11 14 233,
R 17 45 202,
R 7 33 289,
U 4 31 374,
Q U 4 32 A 4,
R 20 39 53,
R 21 25 141,
R 10 3 153,
U 8 17 171,
R 11 62 65,
U 9 19 98,
R 6 8 A 272,
R 6 8 B 247,
R 17 36 239,
R 16 10 178,
R 10 22 A 177,
R 1 4 C 165,
R 10 22 167,
R 22 22 102,
R 12 30 89,
R 12 29 229,
R 11 19 141,
R 17 3 1,495,
R 17 59 20,
U 2 27 167,
U 9 62 118,
P 2 142,
u 4 5 180,
R 16 35 70,
U 9 59 132,
R 17 40 213,
R 17 51 247,
U 9 9 124,
R 3 9 150,
R 7 3 1,
U 5 3 212,
U 3 17 378,
U 3 2 219,
U 3 15 2,480,
U 3 14 51
R 21 4 202,
U 6 65 804,
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R 13 10 162, 800
R 3 10 D 149,200
R 12 38 261,800
R 13 16 161,300
R 16 29 153,700
R 7 2 J 88, 600
R 20 55 44,700
U 9 49 121,300
R 5 18 161,700
R 21 51 1, 990,400
U 10 1 248, 100
R 12 26 A 243,400
R 10 2 151,300
R 3 15 F 200
R 3 15 C 100
R 3 15 B 100
R 3 15 K 5,000
R 3 15 3,400
R 3 15 J 200
R 3 15 H 200
R 3 15 G 200
R 3 15 A 200
R 3 15 D 200
R 3 15 E 200
R 20 10 478, 400
U 5 24 196,700
R 17 49 197, 500
R 13 45 346,700
R 17 38 226, 900
R 18 22 253,400
R 7 61 87,400
U 4 11 155, 700
U 6 51 207, 100
U 9 15 128,400
R 17 28 269, 100
R 9 8 F 31,200
R 9 8 K 76, 700
R 9 8 J 77,300
R 9 8 Q 51, 100
R 9 8 B 31, 000
R 9 8 H 67,400
R 9 8 B 52,300
R 9 8 D 23, 500
R 9 8 P 51, 200
R 9 8 C 23, 600
R 9 8 G 30, 800
R 17 31 233,700
U 1 28 171, 200
R 21 35 190, 900
U 2 11 120, 500
R 7 69 88,300
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Ovmer ' s Name Map Block
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Parcel Value
HARVEY TERRANCE B R 11 54 241,200
HASLAM JAMES J R 9 8 L 230, 800
HASLAM JOHN W R 7 5 160,400
HASLAM PENNY L R 7 8 E 163,700
HAWKESWORTH LAUREN C R 11 52 277, 700
HAYDBN CAROLE R 17 9 B 59, 500
HAYDEN GEORGE P R 17 12 135, 100
HAYDEN JAMES B R 17 9 152, 600
HAYDEN MICHAEL C R 17 52 207, 600
HAYES FRANK A U 6 56 119, 100
HAYWARD DENNIS A R 20 36 56,800
HAYWARD DENNIS A R 20 37 56,300
HAYWARD REALTY INVESTMNT LLC R 18 39 236,400
HAZZARD RICHARD U 4 33 112, 900
HEAD LESTER F ESTATE OF U 8 39 116,200
HEAFITZ LEWIS R 20 7 20, 000
HEATH RONALD C R 11 5 118,400
HEFFERNAN JOHN T U 6 26 150, 500
HEIDT RICHARD C R 13 34 D 556, 500
HEMMING LISA MERCURIC R 13 33 F 427, 700
HENDERSON ARTHUR R 3 7 150, 500
HERSEY ROBERT A R 7 2 F 87,400
HESSION JAMES J R 13 21 4, 900
HEYDON THOMAS A U 3 16 257,700
HICKEY NOEL S U 8 29 196, 000
HILL CATHERINE R 13 23 106, 100
HIMLE JANICE L R 21 38 103, 700
HINES GERTRUDE M R 13 15 229, 900
HINKLEY VIVIAN S U 1 41 3, 100
HINTON JOHN B U 7 26 125,400
HIRTLE BETTE A U 1 31 170, 900
HOAG KATHERINB R 13 60 25, 500
HOAG WILLIAM P R 13 59 57,600
HOAG WILLIAM P R 13 49 64, 800
HODGDON DAVID P R 2 8 240,300
HODGES LILLIAN A REV TRUST U 1 53 152,200
HOLBROOK DWIGHT C U 1 18 142, 900
HOLDING JOHN E R 11 14 A 252, 000
HOMEWOOD FARM REALTY TRUST R 8 16 341, 600
HOONHOUT SHIRLEY G R 10 10 202, 700
HORIGAN THOMAS F + MARY C R 10 27 F 122,400
HOUSING Sc URBAN DEVELOPMENT R 3 12 A 112, 800
HOVEY DONALD W R 12 10 127,200
HOWARD BARBARA M R 7 8 C 138,400
HUBERT WILFRED R 11 10 115, 900
HUDSON LIGHT/ POWER CO P 4 D 100
HUGHES CAROL P R 21 44 C 172, 100
HUGHES CAROL P R 21 44 B 189,300
HUGHES CAROL P R 21 42 19, 500
HUGHES CAROL P R 21 43 397, 700
HUGHES CAROL P R 21 44 A 416, 500
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HUNKINS ANGUS V JR
HUNKINS ANGUS VINCENT JR
HUNKINS NANCY A
HUNTLEY STANLEY V










HYZER EARL T & JUNE L
lANETTI ALFRED T
IMINSKI CHARLES J
IRELAND CHARLES B SR










JENSEN VIRGINIA L TRUST 91
JERALDS WILLIAM J
JETTB FAMILY REALTY TRUST






































































































































































































































Owner ' s Name Map Block Lot
Total Assessed
Parcel Value
KAYA MUSTAFA R • 20 57 42, 500
KEENAN CHRISTOPHER W u 8 30 165 100
KEENAN DANIEL P R 7 11 G 217 900
KEIGHLEY DONALD J JR u 1 67 106 600
KELLY JAMES RICHARD R 22 8 188 800
KENDALL GREGORY C u 7 27 126 800
KENNEDY KATHLEEN L R 10 37 169 900
KENNY JAMES F L R 13 68 417 700
KERN JOHN J U 6 59 113 300
KERSEY JOHN V R 13 30 B 203 700
KETO GERALD A R 11 14 E 249 600
KING JANE R REV TRUST OF 199 6 R 14 30 419 300
KINGSTON NBAL M R 18 15 354 400
KNIGHT LILLIAN R 3 1 G 107 600
KOCH PAUL L R 21 10 E 117 700
KOTSONIS DAVID B U 8 2 173 000
KRASKO ROBERT F R 21 19 152 800
KRATT BRIAN M R 7 67 101 200
KRAUSE WADE A U 1 64 193 100
KUIPER EDWARD J R 13 34 B 375 800
KULESZA ANDREW J R 13 47 581 400
L J REALTY TRUST R 20 32 40 900
LADD DONALD H U 9 14 156 500
LANDRY FREDA U 9 28 112 200
LANG KENNARD H R 7 68 87 400
LANG KENNARD H R 7 2 S 87 400
LANG WALTER R 21 41 189 900
LANGLEY FREDRICK JR R 13 33 J 473 000
LAPANNE DANIEL A R 11 36 53 200
LAPANNB DANIEL A R 11 9 113 300
LAQUIDARA JOAN M C R 7 2 P 87 400
LAROCHB DAVID C U 10 7 80 500
LAROCHE DAVID C U 10 8 96 000
LAROSA JOANNE I R 17 57 178 000
LAROSE RICHARD A REV TRUST 9 6 U 1 7 102 900
LARSON LORI R 21 59 118 800
LAW STEPHEN R R 11 34 272 500
LAWLER TIMOTHY P R 3 10 149 200
LAWRENCE MICHAEL P R 11 37 291 100
LEACH JOHN S R 12 23 C 308 200
LEAHY GENEVIEVE R U 3 9 181 200
LEBAR MICHAEL K R 11 48 318 200
LEE VIRGO R 13 19 274 500
LEFFINGWELL CRAIG M R 12 8 393 200
LEFFINGWELL CRAIG M U 8 15 224 000
LEGER JAMES H U 5 6 124 500
LEONARD KEVIN S R 21 33 106 900
LEONARD ROBERT P U 9 43 104 100
LEONARD STEVEN D R 13 24 182 900
LESSARD PAUL W U 6 28 135 300
LEVINE KENNETH R R 12 7 777 000
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LIGHTNER ALVIN L SR
LILAKOS KATHY A
LINCHEY MARY

















































U 5 7 141
u 8 3 186
u 6 30 110
R 13 43 360
U 1 29 190
R 21 10 R 105
U 2 29 132
R 10 27 L 127,
U 1 30 180,
R 10 27 P 126
R 22 26 106,
U 4 22 131
R 12 2 138,
U 4 23 A 180
R 21 10 M 99
U 4 35 230
R 7 2 G 87
R 9 6 A 231
R 9 7 225
U 1 44 142
R 21 7 8
R 21 6 195
U 9 54 98
R 13 62 256
R 10 52 84
U 1 23 180
R 21 1 A 150
R 21 67 250
R 21 65 161
R 11 7 118
R 14 5 1
R 14 3 A 291
U 1 38 168
R 21 64 226,
U 4 2 16,
U 4 3 394,
R 10 9 165,
R 12 26 B 164,
U 6 21 121,
R 20 38 44,
U 8 13 245,
R 10 27 K 124,
R 16 4 218,
R 18 42 392,
R 12 28 158,
R 16 27 117,
U 1 14 131,
R 22 25 143,
R 7 55 87,
R 16 37 233,
R 13 65 467,
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MARSHALL JON R R 16
MARTEL MAURICE R 12
MARTEL MAURICE R 12
MARTEL RONALD P R 13
MARTIN BRIAN E R 11
MARTIN HARRY B III R 18
MARTIN HARRY L U 4
MARTIN WILLIAM U 6
MARTINSON EDWARD M U 7
MASS MUNICIPAL P
MASTERS MANAGEMENT GROUP LLC R 18
MATHENY MARK H R 13
MATOUS GREGG A R 7
MATTERA MARIE E R 7
MATTSON CHARLES E U 2
MAVER FREDERICK R 17
MAVRIKIS GEORGE E R 7
MAVRIKIS GS+HOLT RC R 7
MAVRIKIS GS+HOLT RC R 7
MAYER ROBERT T R 18
MAYO MAURICE G R 11
MCCANN FRANCES U 9
MCCANN JULIE A R 21
MCCANN LAURA A U 8
MCCARTHY ARTHUR C U 9
MCCARTHY CYNTHIA R 7
MCCARTHY WILLIAM R R 15
MCCAUL MARYANN R 10
MCCOLOUGH SHAWN R 7
MCCOOK PETER J R 11
MCDERMOTT ROBERT J R 14
MCDEVITT JOHN F R 7
MCDEVITT JOHN F R 7
MCDEVITT JOHN F R 16
MCDONALD BILLY R 21
MCDONOUGH ROBERT F R 21
MCENTEE WALTER F U 6
MCFARLAND JAY D R 13
MCGILLVARY KENNETH C R 11
MCGONAGLE JOHN R 17
MCINTIRE LINDA J R 7
MCKAY KAREN R 16
MCKENNA SEAN M R 7
MCMILLAN JON P R 13
MCNAIR MURRAY G U 7
MCNEIL DAVID A R 21
MCNEIL DAVID A R 21
MCTIGUE ROBERT J U 4
MELANSON DEBORAH E u 3
MELLIN JOHN H R 12
MELLO JUDITH A R 21
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MILLER KC INTER VIVOS REV TRST
MILLER KC INTER VIVOS REV TRT
MILLET JOHN F JR




















MOREAU ROMANCE D REV TRST 9 6














MUELLER CARL J JR
MULLHOLAND DAVID J
MURPHY ADRIAN F + ETAL
MURRAY ROBERT M JR
MURROW KEITH
MYERS BRUCE R
N H WATERFOWL ASSOCIATION
R 7 66 87,400
R 21 23 146, 600
R 12 26 C 183, 700
R 10 44 160, 900
U 8 9 171, 400
R 6 6 124, 500
R 6 17 135, 500
R 15 11 134, 000
R 15 12 104,400
R 12 3 231, 300
R 7 8 L 136, 400
R 3 1 E 209, 700
R 17 44 177, 800
R 7 11 B 267,200
R 13 28 228, 000
R 7 44 122, 100
R 7 36 221, 700
P 4 F 5, 000
U 3 5 308,400
R 18 28 100
R 18 29 100
R 18 30 100
R 18 17 337,500
R 18 31 100
U 9 13 141,200
R 17 32 195,200
R 21 10 P 105,300
R 11 4 116, 500
R 14 10 138,500
R 11 46 259, 100
R 18 23 338, 800
U 7 21 175, 900
U 8 27 175, 200
U 2 19 152, 800
R 11 16 232,100
U 8 23 159,800
R IS 14 258,300
U 6 29 128,000
U 7 23 204,700
R 17 11 145, 900
R 5 8 B 700
R 5 8 A 400
R 11 11 115,600
U 8 45 179,900
U 1 6 138,200
R 10 41 154,000
R 16 9 132,200
R 21 55 278,600
R 14 24 309, 800
R 12 14 184, 600
R 14 7 484, 600




LIST BY OWNER NAME
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N H WATERFOWL ASSOCIATION R 18 1 4,400
NADEAU DANIEL G R 11 23 1?1 900
NADBAU GERARD u 7 9 238 500
NADEAU GERARD R R 17 41 253 700
NATIONAL PROPANE LP R 21 45 140 100
NELSON ANNE M u 5 20 239 700
NELSON DONALD K U 1 63 173 300
NEMEC BRUCE H R 13 55 456 500
NERON LOUIS R R 22 4 A 265 000
NEW BUD UNITED R 11 13 3 600
NEW ENGLAND POWER CO P 4 G 8 500
NEW GENERATION INC U 5 19 176 900
NEW HAMPSHIRE DOT R 8 14 25 900
NEW HAMPSHIRE DOT R 3 8 2 300
NEW HAMPSHIRE DOT U 5 26 A 600
NEW HAMPSHIRE DOT R 8 15 8 300
NEW HAMPSHIRE DOT R 7 1 12 300
NEW HAMPSHIRE DOT U 4 20 7 900
NEW HAMPSHIRE DOT R 17 66 5 800
NEW HAMPSHIRE DOT R 21 49 18 300
NEW HAMPSHIRE DOT R 20 15 26 400
NEW HAMPSHIRE ELECT. COOP P 4 H 3 500
NEW HAMPSHIRE FISH Sc GAME R 18 2 43 700
NEW HAMPSHIRE FISH Sc GAME R 17 58 20 800
NEW HAMPSHIRE FISH U GAME R 17 25 98 600
NEW HAMPSHIRE FISH Sc GAME R 17 60 97 300
NIKE INC R 20 8 12,240 500
NITKOWSKI TRUST U 6 58 118 900
NORTHERN UTILITIES INC. P 3 168 400
NOVEL IRON WORKS INC R 20 16 3, 519 700
NOVELETSKY RALPH R 10 26 338 000
NOVELLO JOHN J R 13 34 E 493 900
NOYES ALVIN H U 9 65 132 500
O'BRIEN GLADYS M R 13 51 270 600
O'BRIEN GLADYS M R 13 50 65 600
O'BRIEN KEVIN J R 2 4 281 400
O'BRIEN KEVIN REV TRUST 9 5 R 13 61 96 000
O'CONNOR MICHAEL N U 7 8 214 800
O'NEIL KELLY A R 5 21 173 500
O'NEILL DAVID R R 12 46 265 600
OCEAN ROAD DEVELOPMENT CORP R 20 1 67 200
ODIORNE OVIDA EST OF R 3 14 117 900
OLIVER CHARLES B R 20 40 42 900
OLIVER JOHN R U 8 46 179 700
OLIVIERO JAMES R 20 42 44 500
OLIVIERO JAMES R 20 43 42 500
OLMSTEAD DANIEL L R 11 2 159 900
OLSON JOHN C U 9 45 123 100
OSTROMECKY STANLEY F u 9 29 134 600
OSTROMECKY STANLEY F & IRMA H u 9 26 4 800
OSTROMECKY STANLEY F IRMA u 9 32 142 400
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OVADEK JOHN P R 7 2 M 87 400
PACE BRANDT P u 8 1 166 800
PACE ROBERT E u 9 3 113 700
PACE ROBERT V JR R 10 20 133 200
PACHECO JOHN M R 7 64 87 400
PAGE HELEN u 2 18 116 500
PALACIO DBBRA K R 13 46 544 100
PALISI JOSEPH A R 5 8 95 500
PALMER GLEN R R 17 43 B 199 400
PAONE DELANO T R 9 6 247 500
PAQUETTE LUANN U 5 8 118 300
PARADISO GIOVANNI R 2 3 192 000
PARKER ROBERT R 6 8 G 3 900
PARKIN MICHAEL J R 14 25 223 900
PARKS RICHARD D U 8 18 155 300
PARLATO NICHOLAS J U 6 35 164 600
PARSONS ROBERT F REV TRUST U 1 61 174 500
PATAT CARROLL A U 9 18 99 800
PATAT KEVIN M U 9 56 129 600
PATTEN FAMILY LIVING TRUST U 3 6 117 800
PATTERSON FRANK I R 22 17 177 700
PATTERSON FRANK O R 22 16 140 300
PATTERSON FRANK R 22 23 5 200
PAUKERT E.W.& M.C.G.IRREV TRST U 1 40 185 600
PAUL ROBERT T R 16 6 131 400
PAUL WALTER C U 9 37 99 500
PEABODY CHARLES W REV TRUST 9 6 R 4 2 2 100
PEACOCK BARRY N U 6 42 179 000
PEARL DONALD R R 22 13 205 600
PEARSON PEHR ALBERT R 17 33 171 200
PECKHAM STEVEN R U 9 72 153 100
PELLETIER DENNIS S R 10 47 144 200
PERHAM JOHN R 11 24 148 100
PERKINS RODNEY W R 7 51 254 300
PERKINS SCOTT A U 1 67 E 126 900
PERRICCIO DENNIS J R 16 33 238 900
PERRY CHERYL R 11 53 258 500
PERRY DEBRA H R 7 11 F 245 600
PERRY PAUL D R 20 46 45 300
PETERSON ROBERT E R 10 25 747 400
PHAIR TERRY R R 5 4 A 73 300
PHAIR TERRY R R 5 4 233 400
PHILBRICK LORI MAY R 7 56 87 400
PHILBRICK SHERMAN WALDO R 21 30 133 400
PHILBRICK-VICKERY TOWER R 8 17 257 300
PICHA DAVID G U 3 3 152 300
PICKERING ROGER B U 7 6 148 000
PICKERING'S BROOK LTD PTRSHP U 10 4 68 800
PICKERING'S BROOK LTD PTRSHP U 10 5 69 500
PICKERING'S BROOK LTD PTRSHP U 10 6 71 000
PICKERING'S BROOK LTD PTRSHP U 10 12 66 300
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PORT CITY TECH INC












PUBLIC SERVICE CO OF NH
PUBLIC SERVICE CO OF NH
PUBLIC SERVICE CO OF NH
PUBLIC SERVICE CO OF NH
PUGH CAROL
QUIRK JAMES J




RAIZES ANTHONY C REV TRUST
RAMOS JOSE A
RAMOS JOSE A
RAMSDELL NELSON B REV TRUST 9 6









REMICK GEORGE & KNOWHTON J
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RICHARDS DAVID L u 9 8 136, 800
RICHARDS FAMILY IRREV TRUST 88 R 13 11 96, 500
RICHARDS PAUL M R 12 2S B 250,300
RICHARDSON NORMA E u 6 66 164,300
RICKER RONALD C R 12 15 156, 000
RIDLON STANLEY L REV LVNG TR u 6 41 109, 100
RILEY JOSEPH A R 7 8 F 149, 800
RIOUX ARMAND L R 16 21 125, 400
RIPLEY RONALD B R 20 34 45, 900
RIPLEY RONALD B R 20 33 45, 900
RIPLEY RONALD B R 20 35 41, 600
U 1 49 135, 800
ROBERTS BARBARA H R 21 9 113,200
ROBERTS DAVID W JR U 1 54 163,200
ROBERTS WILLIAM J U 1 52 181, 100
ROBERTSON DM SCOTT R 12 25 117, 100
ROBERTSON PAUL H U 1 2 126, 000
ROCHA TIMOTHY L R 10 33 145, 800
ROCKEFELLER DALE C R 18 19 274, 800
ROBLZ ANITA M R 7 2 U 87,400
ROGERS WINIFRED R 18 25 336, 200
ROLSTON BRUCE G U 2 10 125,300
ROLSTON ELIZABETH U 2 9 123, 400
ROLSTON ELIZABETH R 8 6 100
ROLSTON JAMES G R 13 30 194, 700
ROLSTON JAMES G R 13 30 A 182, 800
ROSS STANLEY C JR U 9 23 144, 600
ROWS FAMILY INVESTMENT TRUST R 10 50 167, 700
ROWE WILLIAM W R 10 35 54, 900
ROWB WILLIAM W R 10 34 19, 200
ROWE WILLIAM W R 10 36 18, 500
ROWB WILLIAM W R 10 14 52,400
ROWB WILLIAM W R 17 1 397, 100
ROY ROBERT R U 4 9 142, 600
ROYCE ROGER H R 17 50 298,300
RUPFINO ROSALIE U 1 3 126,300
RUGG RICHARD H R 11 26 265,200
RUSS JON R U 2 23 115, 900
SAAD FERRIS U 8 11 285, 700
SABA B KEITH R 13 36 413, 300
SACRAMONE A JOHN U 2 1 185, 900
SAGAMORE -HAMPTON GOLF CLUB INC R 2 2 13, 100
SAIDLA G WHITNEY R 13 34 G 1, 000
SAKELARIDES M FRANCIS U 8 4 164, 000
SALZER GEORGE W II U 7 3 176, 900
SAMONAS JOHN R 22 2 310, 500
SAMONAS JOHN N U 4 21 127,400
SANBORN ARNOLD C U 6 11 145, 200
SANBORN HENRY H 1997 TRUST U 6 1 146,300
SANBORN HENRY H 19 97 TRUST u 6 3 79, 500
SANDERSON CAROL A R 17 26 237,900
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SANDERSON JARIB M JR
SANDERSON JARIB M JR
SANDERSON JARIB M JR
SANDERSON JARIB M JR
SANDFORD THOMAS J











































































































































































SKW REAL ESTATE LTD PRTSHP
SKW REAL ESTATE LTD PTRSHP
SKW REAL ESTATE LTD PTRSHP





SMITH CYNTHIA W REV TRUST
SMITH DAWN B
SMITH ELMER H EST OF
SMITH GREAT BAY FARM LTD PTR
SMITH GREAT BAY FARM LTD PTR
SMITH GREAT BAY FARM LTD PTRS
SMITH JEFFERY L
SMITH JUDITH A
SMITH KENNETH D JR
SMITH L MARC











SPOONER HE LIVING TRUST 1996





STAPLES JOHN & LISA




R 3 10 C 115,
R 3 10 B 115,
R 3 10 A 60,
R 21 54 1,333,
U 1 65 162,
R 10 21 148,
R 10 27 A 121,
R 10 27 H 122,
R 7 46 176,
R 21 44 1,992,
R 21 44 D 126,
U 5 9 154,
R 18 36 10,
R 18 37 1, 829,
R 18 38 141,
R 18 35 14,
U 9 30 103,
U 9 69 108,
U 6 60 116,
U 6 8 119
R 22 14 129
R 21 32 137
R 6 5 132
R 22 1 9
R 22 15 454
R 22 15 A 154
R 10 48 164,
U 5 21 145
R 6 2 223
U 8 10 197,
R 16 22 125
U 8 24 148
R 17 S 183,
R 17 6 183,
U 1 46 125
R 20 41 44,
R 7 8 B 186,
R 15 9 346
R 11 63 74
R 7 8 164,
R 7 50 260,
U 2 26 110,
R 5 10 A 196,
R 20 5 157,
R 20 6 265
R 10 1 A 177,
R 14 28 202,
R 21 34 157,
R 13 5 553,
R 6 9 8
R 11 39 252,
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STENDER CAROL J R 11 55 291, 500
STEPHENS EDWARD u 6 49 159, 000
STERRITT GERALD P R 11 1 B 207,300
STEWART GLENN E R 21 21 171,900
STICKNEY MABEL E u 9 58 36,400
STICKNEY MABEL B u 9 47 118, 600
STIVERS IRENE u 8 43 92, 900
STOCKER LIVING TRUST R 6 4 192, 100
STOLTZ DAVID J SR u 6 14 120,700
STONE RITA B R 21 10 J 94,200
STREBEL JOHN A R 14 35 251,100
STREET EVERETT A JR R 12 16 128, 700
STRONG DAVID B R 13 14 214, 500
STRONG GERALDINB B R 13 14 A 250, 400
STRONG MATTHEW D III R 13 39 297, 500
STUDRANCE CHARLES R 21 26 167,000
STURTEVANT SHIRLEY U 5 10 136, 500
STURTEVANT THOMAS A R 7 8 K 156, 800
SULLIVAN BRIAN U 1 55 200, 600
SULLIVAN DAVID P R 11 50 68, 800
SURVILLO EUGENE JR R 10 27 M 128, 800
SUTHERLAND ROBERT L JR R 16 28 173,400
SUTTON THOMAS J R 2 6 223, 600
SWART Z TRACEY S U 2 24 114,300
SWEATT DENNIS P REV TRUST 96 U 7 31 121,200
SWEET JACQUELINE B R 13 63 96, 000
SWEET MEADOW REALTY TRUST R 11 1 3, 800
SWEET MEADOW REALTY TRUST R 11 3 1,200
SWEET WILLIAM R 13 64 408, 600
SYPHERS BRUCE E U 8 12 232, 000
SYPHERS LEROY U 4 23 180,200
SYPHERS LEROY H R 20 14 4, 100
SZYDLO DAVID J U 1 15 123,300
TAFT HELEN B R 13 33 359, 800
TAGUE MICHAEL R 17 27 222, 700
TALIENTI FAMILY TRUST U 9 6 97,200
TAPLEY HELEN R 10 30 307,300
TAUNTON MUNIC LIGHT P 4 J 200
TAVARBS GILBERT A U 1 19 139, 600
TAYLOR ANNE H R 13 37 350,400
TAYLOR GEORGE TAPLBY 'III R 11 1 A 215,200
TAYLOR PAUL J JR R 21 22 161,400
TEIXEIRA JEAN-MAC R 7 11 H 233, 000
TBLLES EDITH H R 21 60 133,500
TESSIER PAUL A R 13 8 192, 900
TESSIER RICHARD P U 9 70 114, 900
TESSIER RICHARD P SR U 8 41 169, 800
TESSIER RICHARD P SR U 6 27 134,000
THEBBRGB RICHARD J R 13 33 E 336, 000
THEBBRGE THERESA A R 21 20 136, 800
THIBAULT BERNARD E R 1 4 B 165,400
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TIDEWATER 22 REALTY TRUST





















































































































































Owner ' a Name
GREENLAND
NH















































USA PEASE AIR FORCE BASE
USA PEASE AIR FORCE BASE
VACCARO JACQUELINE B
VALZANIA ANGELO
VAN ETTEN KEVIN R
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VENESKI JOHN J R 7 8 Q 136, 700
VERMONT ELECT GEN/TRANS P 4 L 200
VICKERY STEPHEN I R 14 11 158, 800
VICKERY STEPHEN I u 2 12 143,700
VILLAR ARTHUR C JR R 13 57 399,400
VINCENT JOSEPH W u 2 8 160, 900
VITAGLIANO JOHN A R 12 40 240, 000
VLCEK CHARLES A u 2 16 289, 700
WAITE BRIAN K R 3 13 153,800
WAITT STEPHEN M U 9 27 140, 500
WALKER DEBORAH G U 1 67 D 145,400
WARREN CHRISTOPHER J R 7 8 A 165,300
WASSON SARA J MASTERS R 7 2 R 87,400
WATSON DAVID A R 11 28 251,500
WATSON ROBERT E U 8 34 201, 500
WEAVER MARK F R 18 16 279, 100
WEDEGIS MARGARET A R 10 7 A 57,700
WEEKS JOHN W R 14 18 B 234, 900
WEEKS LEONARD AND R 17 67 6, 800
WEEKS LEONARD AND R 17 64 366, 100
WEEKS ROBERT E R 14 18 A 110,600
WEEKS W RICHARD JR R 14 15 1^6,100
WEEKS W RICHARD JR R 14 18 608n, 700
WEEKS W RICHARD JR R 14 13 212,700
WEINRIEB ERIC D R 7 2 187,400
WBISBROT HOWARD R 16 32 255,400
WELCH JOHN P R 7 2 K 87,400
WELCH JOHN P R 7 62 87, 400
WELLER FRANCIS J R 11 22 197, 900
WENTWORTH STEPHEN MICHAEL U 9 2 148,200
WBSTLEY GERALDINB L REV TRST R 18 11 390, 200
WESTMAN LONNA I R 1 4 F 166, 000
WESTMAN MARK R 10 27 B 120, 500
WESTON J ROBERT U 9 50 115, 500
WHITE FRANK R 22 1 A 235, 800
WHITE FRANK E R 22 4 5,900
WHITE HELEN B R 3 12 129, 500
WHITE JANET L U 8 40 137,400
WHITE SHERMAN B R 6 16 373, 100
WHITMAN PETER A R 16 3 A 7,700
WICK ADELB ERNST R 18 9 450, 900
WIDEN JOHN R 8 2 A 13, 900
WILBUR VIRGINIA M REV TRUST 97 R 17 19 233, 100
WILDER CALVIN C REV TRUST R 10 40 182, 600
WILLIAMS DOUGLAS M R 13 31 96, 900
WILLIAMS JANE P R 6 8 209, 800
WILLIAMS JANE P R 6 8 F 197, 900
WILLIAMS JANE P R 6 8 E 27, 600
WILLIAMS WILLIAM J R 7 11 J 251,900
WILSON BARBARA U 6 6 149,700
WILSON DEBORAH R 17 22 288,200
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WILSON JR H D RBV TRUST 1996
WILSON SHIRLEY PERSONAL TRST
WINCHELL LISA A
WINNICUT BREWERY INC
WINNICUT PROPERTIES REALTY TRS
WINNICUT PROPERTIES RLTY TRST
WISEMAN PAUL W
WOHLGETHAN RICHARD P








WYKES PRISCILLA & ETAL
YANOFSKY KRISTINE M
YERGEAU JOSEPH R
YOUNG KENNETH C JR
YOUNG MALCOLM D








R 13 35 434,400
R 11 eo 284, 700
R 12 4 231,200
R 17 2 303, 500
R 17 62 185, 300
R 17 62 A 55, 100
R 21 62 142,200
R 14 32 335,400
R 10 49 174, 800
U 4 27 132, 800
R 13 18 308, 500
R 17 43 327, 800
R 17 48 223,400
R 7 11 C 222, 500
R 7 59 87,400
U S 1 282,200
R 22 7 2,700
R 13 58 399,100
U 7 17 167, 800
R 7 21 120,700
R 5 19 173, 400
R 10 1 183,400
U 1 9 150,100
U 3 11 136, 500
R 7 2 N 87,400
R 10 27 D 127, 800
U 1 47 133, 800
R 18 14 393, 800
R 10 5 163,000
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Please Make Sure The Telephone Company
Has Your Correct Address !!
If In Doubt Please Call Them To Be Sure
If We Can't Find You,








THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the inhabitants of the Town of Greenland
in the County of Rockingham in said State
qualified to vote in Town affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the
Greenland Central School in said Greenland on
Tuesday, the TENTH day of March next at eight
of the clock in the forenoon to act upon the
following subjects:
Article #1: To choose all necessary Town
Officers for the year ensuring and to cast
your ballot on the following questions:
QUESTION #1 - Shall we modify the elderly
exemptions from property tax in the town of
Greenland, based on assessed value, for
qualified taxpayers, to be as follows: for a
person 65 years of age up to 75 years,
$30,000; for a person 75 years of age up to
80 years, $45,000; for a person 80 years of
age or older $60,000. To qualify, the person
must have been a New Hampshire resident for
at least 5 years, own the real estate indi-
vidually or jointly, or if the real estate is
owned by such person's spouse, they must have
been married for at least 5 years. In addi-
tion, the taxpayer must have a net income of
not more than $17,500, or if married, a com-
bined net income of less than $25,4 00; and
own net assets not in excess of $60,000 ex-
cluding the value of the person's residence."
QUESTION #2
AMENDMENTS TO THE GREENLAND ZONING ORDINANCE
AMENDMENT #1: Special Exception to allow Golf
T-2
Courses in the Residential Zone:
Amend the Zoning Ordinance for the purpose of
permitting golf courses and customary acces-
sory structures in the Residential Zone as a
use permitted by Special Exception by making
the following changes:
A. Add the following definition to Article II
- DEFINITIONS of the Greenland Zoning Ordi-
nance
"Golf Course: An area of land laid out for
playing of the game of golf outdoors with a
series of not fewer than nine (9) holes,
having an average distance of one hundred
forty (14 0) yards for each hole. A golf
course may include customary accessory struc-
tures and uses including a clubhouse, swim-
ming and tennis facilities, maintenance and
storage structures."
B. Add the following use to Article III -
ESTABLISHMENT OF DISTRICTS Section 3.6 (Table
of Uses), Subsection D. "OUTDOOR/RECREATIONAL
USES" to be permitted as a Special
Exception (s) :
5. "Golf Courses which may include a club-
house, swimming and tennis facilities, and
maintenance and storage structures."
C. Add to Article XVII - BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
Section 17.1.3 (Special Exceptions), a new
subsection as follows:
"17.1.3.3 Additional Criteria for Golf Cours-
es"
a. All applications for a Special Exception
for Golf Courses shall submit a Site Plan for
review and approval by the Planning Board, in
accordance with the requirements of the
Greenland Site Plan Review Regulations.
T-3
b. Golf Courses and their affiliated struc-
tures may be subdivided in whole or in part
for ownership purposes
:
c . The minimum aggregate area of contiguous
land or land separated by roads or utility
rights-of-way for a golf course shall be 50
acres for each nine holes.
d. All principal structures shall maintain a
minimum front, side and rear yard of two
hundred feet from any non-affiliated residen-
tial structures or property lines. These
dimensional requirements are minimum stan-
dards which may be increased by the Zoning
Board of Adjustment if a determination is
made that noise, light, and/or odors may
constitute a nuisance to the abutting proper-
ty owners using the minimum dimensional
requirements as a standard.
e. The Zoning Board of Adjustment shall in
addition to the general standards and condi-
tions for Special Exceptions, consider the
following
:




the design of principal and accessory
structures;
3. site access and egress, and off-street
parking requirements to accommodate patrons
of the facility;
4 specific impacts of surface alterations on
drainage to abutting properties;
5. potential hazards to surface and ground
water and to abutting landowners from the
application of pesticides (including insec-
T-4
ticides, herbicides and fungicides) and
fertilizers
.
f. In cases where all or a portion of a
proposed golf course is to be located within
the Aquifer Protection District, the follow-
ing additional criteria shall apply:
1. Proposed golf courses must receive a
Conditional Use Permit from the Planning
Board in accordance with Section 7.5 of the
Zoning Ordinance (Aquifer Protection Dis-
trict) /
2. Proposed golf courses shall observe the
applicable design and operation guidelines
established in Section 7.8 of the Zoning




The on site handling and application of
pesticides, fertilizers and other toxic or
hazardous materials shall be done in accor-
dance with applicable Best Management Prac-
tices .
D. Amend Article VII - AQUIFER PROTECTION
DISTRICT of the Zoning Ordinance as follows:
1. Add the following new subsection to Sec-
tion 7.5 - CONDITIONAL USES
/
"7.5.4 Golf Courses, as defined in Article II
of this Ordinance, provided that fertilizer
and pesticides and other toxic or hazardous
materials are used in accordance with Best
Management Practices and in such a way as to
not cause ground water contamination are
stored in a secured area.
2. Amend subsection 7.6.11 to read as fol-
lows :
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"7.6.11 All on site handling, disposal,
storage, processing or recycling of hazardous
or toxic materials except where incidental to
a permitted or conditional permitted use."
E. Amend Article V (PARKING REQUIREMENTS)
,
Section 5.2 - REQUIRED SPACES, to add a new
section as follows:
Type of Use Minimum Number of Required Spaces
"r. GolfCourscs, two (2) parking spaces per hole, plus one
including (1) parking space for each four (4) seats of
clubhouse and seating capacity, plus one (1) space for each
other customary two (2) employees on the shift with largest
accessory employment
structures and uses
RECOMMENDED BY THE PLANNING BOARD
AMENDMENT #2: Aquifer Protection District
Boundaries
Amend Article VII (AQUIFER PROTECTION DIS-
TRICT) , by replacing subsection 7.3.1 with
the following:
"7.3.1 Location: The Aquifer Protection
District is defined as the primary aquifer
shown to be located in Greenland as delineat-
ed by the U. S. Geological Survey in the
published map entitled Aquifer Boundaries,
Data-Collection Locations. Altitudes of the
Water Table, Hazardous Waste Sites, and
Concentrations of Major Chemical Constituents
for Stratif ied-Drif t Aquifers in the Lower
Merrimack and Coastal River Basins, South-
eastern New Hampshire (Stekl and Flannicran,
USGS. 1988) . This aquifer boundary is hereby
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adopted as the Aquifer Protection District
and incorporated as part of the Official
Zoning Map of the Town of Greenland."
RECOMMENDED BY THE PLANNING BOARD
AMENDMENT #3 - Growth Management Ordinance:
ARTICLE XII - GROWTH MANAGEMENT REGULATIONS
12.1 AUTHORITY - This Article is enacted in
accordance with both RSA 674:21 and 674:22.
12.1.2 PURPOSES - The purposes of this arti-
cle of the Zoning Ordinance as follows:
A. Promote the development of an economically
sound and environmentally stable community
which considers and balances regional devel-
opment needs
.
B. Determine, monitor, evaluate, and estab-
lish a rate of residential growth in the Town
that does not unreasonably interfere with the
Town's capacity for planned, orderly, and
reasonable expansion of its services to
accommodate such growth.
C. Provide a mechanism to allow for phased
development of residential projects to manage
the impact on municipal services.
D. Provide a mechanism when municipal servic-
es are strained or overloaded to reduce the
rate of residential growth to allow the Town
time to correct any deficiencies that have
developed.
E. Protect the health, safety, convenience,
and general welfare of the Town's residents.
12.1.3 FINDINGS - Based upon information
extracted from publications and reports of
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the United States Census, The New Hampshire
Office of State Planning, the Greenland
Central School, and the Rockingham Planning
Commission, the Town of Greenland hereby
finds that:
A. From 1980 to 1990 the population of the
Town of Greenland grew from 2.129 to 2,768; a
population increase of approximately 3 0% over
the ten year period. Population projections
provided by the New Hampshire Office of State
Planning indicate that the growth rate will
increase through the year 2 015.
B. The Town of Greenland experienced growth
during the 1980-1990 period and the 1990-1995
period that exceeded the rates of growth of
the RPC region, the County and the State.
C. From 1990 to 1995, the number of building
permits issued rose from 10 to 26, while the
number of residential units created increased
from 12 to 26, indicating a more than twofold
increase
.
D. The rate of increase of residential devel-
opment in the Towns surrounding Greenland
including Portsmouth, Str^tham, North Hamp-
ton, and Newington for the period from 198
to 1990 was 50.75%, whereas Greenland in-
creased at 49%. However, removing Stratham
from the surrounding Town average reveals an
entirely different scenario. The rate of
increase then becomes 25.3%, substantially
below Greenland's average. It should be noted
that Stratham has implemented a Growth Con-
trol Ordinance which requires a phasing of
large developments in an effort to better
control their rate of residential growth.
E. According to NHDOT traffic counter data,
volumes on the State roads within Greenland
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have been rapidly increasing, and are expect-
ed to increase at an accelerated rate with
increasing development and population growth.
F. The NH Route 101 Feasibility Study for
Stratham, Greenland and Portsmouth prepared
by NHDOT has identified the intersection of
Winnicut Road, Bayside Road and Route 3 3 as
requiring substantial improvement, including^
but not limited to; realignment, signaliza-
tion, and added safety measures.
G. The Greenland Central School has reached
its student capacity, to the extent that the
School plans to purchase three modular class-
rooms in 1998, 1999, and 2001 to (temporari-
ly) alleviate the crowded conditions. An
addition to the elementary school is sched-
uled to be constructed in 2003, at an esti-
mated cost of $2,330,000.
H. The Town of Greenland has no municipal
waste water treatment facility or infrastruc-
ture, and has no plans to construct such a
facility. The City of Portsmouth has allowed
for the extension of a private sewer line to
an existing business with a failed private
septic system, however, the City has ex-
pressed unwillingness to provide further
public sewer connections. Due to the fact
that Greenland is comprised of a high per-
centage of poor soils, septic system in-
stallations are limiting factors to future
development
.
D. INDICATORS OF GROWTH IMPACT
The Town hereby determines that the presence
of the following conditions constitutes an
indicator of growth impact . An indicator of




The average annual percent increase in
building permits for dwelling units in Green-
land for the past five years exceeds the same
average of the surrounding communities,
excluding Stratham.
2 The number of students enrolled or pro-
jected for the coming year in the Greenland
Central School exceeds 85 percent of its
stated realistic capacity as defined by the
Greenland Central School
.
3 The number of dwelling units of all pro-
jects combined, for which approval is being
sought from the Board, at any time of report-
ing, if approved could result in the condi-
tions defined by 1 or 2 above.
4 The number of public students enrolled or
projected for the coming 5 years in the
Greenland Central School system exceeds 100
percent of its stated realistic capacity as
defined by the Greenland Central School
District
.
E. PLANNING BOARD MONITORING
It is the responsibility of the Planning
Board in cooperation with the Board of Se-
lectmen, Building Inspector, and the School
Board to monitor growth in Greenland and to
report on the following:
1. Annual Dwelling Unit Count: The Planning
Board will by February 15 of each year report
on the total number of dwelling units exist-
ing at the end of its previous calender year.
Existing units means all those unity pre-
viously constructed and occupied plus those
units constructed and from which Certificates
of Occupancy were issued in the reporting
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year.
2. Semi-Annual Reporting: The Planning Board
by July 2 and January 2 {of the next year)
will report on the number of building permits
and Certificates of Occupancy issued for the
previous six months for all dwelling units.
In the same report, the Planning Board shall
report on the status, as appropriate, of any
phasing requirements or permit limitations in
force in the reporting period.
3. Notice of Growth Impact: The Planning
Board may at any time issue a Notice of
Growth Impact, if it has determined that any
of the conditions in section D exist. Said
Notice would include a statement of whether
those conditions could result in either
section F Phasing or section G Permit Limita-
tions.
4. Periodic Reporting: The Planning Board may
at any time it thinks it is appropriate or
necessary, issue written reports on the
status of growth activity in the Town cover-
ing such topics as the number of dwelling
units or lots being proposed for approval, or
for which building permits are being sought,
the condition and capacity of any municipal
or school facility, the tax burden existing
or anticipated on the Town's residents and/or
any other topic affecting or related to the
growth or finances of the Town.
Pursuant to the monitoring in E.l, E.2, E.3
or E.4, the Planning Board shall make appro-
priate findings of fact, recommendations for
action, or take actions provided for in this
Article of the Zoning Ordinance as a result
of its monitoring and reporting responsibili-
ties.
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F. PHASING OR DEVELOPMENTS
If the Planning Board, through its monitor-
ing, finds that indicator D.l, D.2 or D,3 has
occurred, then the Planning Board may at its
discretion issue a Notice of Growth Impact in
conformance with section E.3 to the Board of
Selectmen, the Building Inspector, and the
general public by posting a notice in the
Town Hall. The phasing of future residential
developments, as provided in RSA 674:21, is
to prevent a strain on municipal services and
therefore, to provide for orderly growth in
Town. Phasing may be implemented as provided
below:
1. Phasing Required: The Planning Board may
require the phasing of a development for a
period up to five years for a project which
is proposed to have 3 dwelling units (lots)
or less. For a project larger than 3 units
or lots, the Planning Board may require a
longer period of phasing based on the size of
the project and the potential impact of the
number of type of units on the municipal
services of the Town. The Planning Board
shall make appropriate findings of fact to
substantiate the need for required phasing.
2. Effect of Phasing: Once a phasing plan has
been approved by the Planning Board, the
project shall not be affected by any permit
limitations subsequently enacted under the
provisions of Section H.4 of this Ordinance,
provided that the developer secures permits
for and begins substantial construction on
the project on the units in each yearly
phase. In the event that substantial con-
struction is not undertaken in any yearly
phase, then the vesting of that phase shall
be forfeited and the developer shall be
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subject to any limitations imposed by H.4.
For the purpose of this Section, substantial
construction shall mean either (1) all dwell-
ing units in that phase are constructed to a
weather tight condition, or (2) 50 percent of
all dwelling units in that phase are complet-
ed and a Certificate of Occupancy has been
given.
3. Termination of Phasing: The above con-
straints shall be removed if either (1) the
Ordinance expires under the provision of
Section I or (2) the Planning Board deter-
mines in its section E monitoring procedures
that phasing is no longer necessary.
G. LIMITING THE ISSUANCE OF PERMITS
If the Planning Board finds through its
monitoring in accordance with section E
above, that either indicators D.l, D.2 or D.3
plus indicator D.4 has occurred, then the
Planning Board may at its discretion issue a
Notice of Growth Impact in conformance with
section E.3 to the Board of Selectmen, the
Building Inspector, and the general public by
posting a notice in the Town Hall.
1. Interim Permit Limitations. Once a Notice
of Growth Impact is issued, then no residen-
tial building permits shall be approved by
the Building Inspector until after the hear-
ing in section H is held and until after the
Planning Board has set the number of permits
delineated in section H. The Planning Board
has set the number of permits within 4 5 days
of the Notice of Growth Impact being issued.
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H. PROCEDURES FOR PHASING AND PERMIT LIMITA-
TIONS
Once a Notice of Growth Impact pursuant to
section E.3 has been issued, then the follow-
ing procedures will be observed:
1
.
Planning Board Findings : The Planning
Board will issue appropriate findings of fact
to accompany any Notice of Growth Impact
issued pursuant to E.3.
2. Public Hearing. Prior to invoking section
F PHASING OF DEVELOPMENTS or section G LIMIT-
ING THE ISSUANCE OF PERMITS, the Planning
Board shall hold a public hearing with ten
days notice to seek input from the general
public
.
3. Determination of Action. After a public
hearing described in Section H.2, the Plan-
ning Board shall deliberate and decide wheth-
er (1) phasing should be invoked (2) permit
limitations should be imposed or (3) other
appropriate action, and issue its decisions.
Any decision will be issued within 45 days of
the Notice of Growth Impact.
4. Permit Limitations. The following provi-
sions shall apply:
a. The Planning Board as part of its deci-
sions may specify what limitations are neces-
sary in the issuance of permits for residen-
tial units up until and during any corrective
action is taken by the Town and/or School
District. In determining the number of per-
mits to be issued, the Planning Board shall
consider the severity of the municipal serv-
ice burden, the amount of capacity remaining
in the service, and the amount of time needed
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to correct the service problem. After deter-
mining those facts, the Planning Board shall
set the number of dwelling unit permits that
can reasonably be issued on an annual basis.
In determining the number of permits avail-
able for lots subject to this Growth Control
Ordinance, the Planning Board will take into
consideration the number of permits issued
for lots which are not subject to this Ordi-
nance. In no case will the number of permits
available for lots subject to this Ordinance
be less than 50% of a figure developed by the
Planning Board which takes into consideration
the Town of Greenland's average growth rate
in the preceding five years and the published
percentage increases in dwelling units as
published by the Office of State Planning for
the surrounding communities.
b. After the public hearing, the Planning
Board shall set the number of permits to be
issued for the one year period following
enactment of the limit or such other shorter
period as may be desirable. At the end of the
year of such other shorter period, the Plan-
ning Board shall hold a hearing to determine
if the permit limitation should be removed or
altered. After making findings of fact, the
Planning Board miay (i) extend the permit
limitation, (ii) alter the permit limitation,
or (iii) remove the permit limitation.
5. Phasing. The Planning Board as part of its
decision may require phasing in accordance
with the provisions of section F Phasing.
6. Equitable Distribution. In order to insure
equitable distribution of available permits,
no individual, partnership, corporation, or
other entity or its related or affiliated
entities or in the case of individuals their
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relatives or persons associated in business
may receive more than 10 percent of the
permits or permits for eight unity, whichever
is less, available during the limitation
period. This restriction may be waived or
modified if, at the end of the limitation
period, not all available permits have been
applied for.
a. The Building Inspector shall consult with
the Planning Board, and the Planning Board
shall devise an administrative procedure
necessary to insure equitable distribution of
available dwelling unit permits under guide-
lines expressed above.
b. No application for a building permit will
be accepted from any person, who, in an
attempt to avoid the building permit limita-
tions of this Ordinance, has failed to pay
fair consideration as defined by RSA 545:3 or
any other person or entity who has the pur-
pose of evasion of the limitations of this
Section D of this Ordinance.
RECOMMENDED BY THE PLANNING BOARD
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AMENDMENT #4 - To Allow Inns and Lodging
Houses as Temporary Residential Uses:
Amend Table of Uses B. Temporary Residential
Uses, Section 3, to permit Inns in accordance
with Section 3.7.8 as a permitted use in the
residential zone so that the section of that
table would now appear as follows:
DISTRICTS















4. Hotels, Motels X p X
3.7.8 Amend to read as follows:
Inns and lodging houses shall be permitted
subject to the following conditions:
A. The structure housing the use shall:
1. have existed prior to the adoption of this
ordinance
;
2. be located in the commercial zone, or
within 4 00' of the commercial zone;
3. be located on or within 200' of a State
maintained roadway; and




B. The maximum capacity for dining shall be
7 diners and the maximum capacity for func-
tions shall be 140 patrons.
C. The maximum number of rooms that may be
used for rentable bedrooms shall be 12 and
the maximum number of overnight guests shall
be 30.
D. The septic system for the use shall meet
all Department of Environmental Services
requirements and shall not be prohibited in
the Aquifer Protection District, provided
that all NHDES requirements have been met.
E. Side setbacks of at least 30' shall be
provided from all structures used for the inn
and lodging house use to each sideline.
F. Off-street parking shall be provided for
all guests, diners, patrons, residents and
employees in accordance with the requirements
set forth in this ordinance.
G. All parking areas shall be set back at
least 50 ' from all roadways and abutting
properties and shall be screened by a fence
or vegetative buffer as required by the
Planning Board during the Site Plan Review.
H. All restaurant use, including any bar or
lounge uses shall be prohibited between the
hours of 10 PM and 6 AM during which the
noise level generated by the use shall not
exceed normal residential levels. The maximum
decibel level measure at the property lines
shall otherwise not exceed 60db.
I. After 10 PM no amplified music shall be
audible outside of the building and no live
entertainment shall be permitted.
i
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RECOMMENDED BY THE PLANNING BOARD
The polls will open at 8:00 AM and will close
no earlier than 7:00 PM to cast your ballots
on Article 1.
ABSENTEE BALLOTS FOR ARTICLE 1 ARE AVAILABLE
FROM THE TOWN CLERK DURING REGULAR OFFICE HOURS, OR
MAY BE REQUESTED BY MAIL.
Article 2 : To hear the report of the Town
Clerk on the results of your ballot in the
election of Town Officers.
DISCUSSION AND ACTION ON OTHER ARTICLES IN
THE WARRANT WILL TAKE PLACE AT GREENLAND
CENTRAL SCHOOL ON SATURDAY, MARCH 14,1998 IN
THE FORENOON BEGINNING AT 10:00.
Article 3: To see if the town will vote to
raise and appropriate the sum of $1,262,268
{one million two hundred sixty two thousand
two hundred sixty eight) dollars which repre-
sents the operating budget. Said sum does not
include special warrant articles addressed.
RECOMMENDED BY THE OF SELECTMEN
RECOMMENDED BY THE BUDGET COMMITTEE
Article 4 : To see if the town will vote to
establish a Capital Reserve Fund under the
provisions of RSA 35:1 for the purpose of
funding the purchase of recreational land for
the Town of Greenland, and to raise and
appropriate the sum of $ 60,000 (sixty
thousand) dollars to be placed in this fund
for 1998 and to designate the selectmen as
agents to expend said funds, only after the
vote of an annual Town Meeting or a Special
Town Meeting.
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RECOMMENDED BY THE SELECTMEN
NOT RECOMMENDED BY THE BUDGET COMMITTEE
Article 5 : To see if the town will vote to
establish a Capital Reserve Fund under the
provisions of RSA 35:1 for the purpose of
funding the purchase and/or construction of
additional and/or new space for the Police
Dept and to raise and appropriate the sum of
$ 60,000 (sixty thousand) dollars to be
placed iji fund for 1998 and to designate the
selectmen as agents to expend said funds only
after a vote of an annual Town Meeting or a
Special Town Meeting.
RECOMMENDED BY THE SELECTMEN
NOT RECOMMENDED BY THE BUDGET COMMITTEE
Article 6: To see if the town will vote to
authorize the selectmen to grant a discount
on the payment of property taxes. The dis-
count rate to be 3% if paid within 21 days of
the "Bill Date" on the property tax bill.
"Bill Date" will be day number one.
Article 7 : To see if the town will vote to
raise and appropriate the sum of $ 80,000
(eighty thousand) dollars for the refurbish-
ing of Engine 2 for the fire department.
RECOMMENDED BY THE BUDGET COMMITTEE
RECOMMENDED BY THE SELECTMEN
Article 8 : To see if the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate the sum $3 700 (thirty
seven hundred dollars for the construction of
a new parking at the rear of the Library.
RECOMMENDED BY THE BUDGET COMMITTEE
RECOMMENDED BY THE SELECTMEN
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ARTICLE 9: To see if the Town will vote to
rescind the provisions of RSA Chapter 3 2
(Municipal Budget Law)
Article 10: To see if the town will vote to
authorize the Selectmen, Planning Board
Chairman and Road Agent to accept as town
roads any road which maybe completed during
the year, has been approved by the planning
board, constructed in accordance with the
required specifications and approved as to
construction by the road agent (or his desig-
nee) and as to which the land on which such
roads are located is fully deeded to the
town. Such approval by the Board of Select-
men, Planning Board Chairman and the Road
Agent shall be recorded with the Town Clerk.
Article 11 : To see if the town will vote to
appropriate a sum not to exceed $ 19,572
(nineteen thousand five hundred seventy two)
dollars to hire another full time police
officer.
NOT RECOMMENDED BY THE BUDGET COMMITTEE
NOT RECOMMENDED BY THE SELECTMEN
Article 12: To see if the town will vote to
raise and appropriate a sum not to exceed
$8,500 (eight thousand five hundred Dollars)
to continue the recycling of solid waste
generated in town.
NOT RECOMMENDED BY THE SELECTMEN
NOT RECOMMENDED BY THE BUDGET COMMITTEE
Article 13 : To see if the town will vote to
appropriate a sum not to exceed $23,200
(twenty three thousand two hundred) dollars
and raise $11,600 (eleven thousand six
hundred) dollars for purpose restoration of
salt marshes in the Town of Greenland.
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Note: If funding is not forthcoming from the
U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service or another
source the project will be dropped.
RECOMMENDED BY THE SELECTMEN
RECOMMENDED BY THE BUDGET COMMITTEE
Article 14: To see if the town will vote to
authorize the selectmen to accept on behalf
of the town, gifts, legacies, and devices
made to the town in trust for any public
purposes as permitted by RSA 31:19.
Article 15 To see if the Town will vote to
accept Library Law 202-A:ll-a which states:
"All money received from a Library's Income-
generating equipment shall be retained by the
library in a non- lapsing fund and used for
general repairs and upgrading and for the
purchase of books, supplies and income-gener-
ating equipment if approved by the town or
city in which the library is located in
accordance with RSA 202-A:ll-b.
Article 16: To take any other action that may
legally come before the meeting.
Given under our hands and seal the
/ Hlh day of February, the year of
our Lord nineteen hundred and ninety eight.
Harry R. Bowling
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WE HEREBY CERTIFY THAT WE GAVE NOTICE TO THE
INHABITANTS WITHIN NAMED TO MEET AT THE TIME
AND PLACE AND FOR THE PURPOSE WITHIN MEN-
TIONED, BY POSTING UP AN ATTESTED COPY OF THE
WITHIN WARRANT AT THE PLACE OF MEETING WITHIN
NAMED, AND A LIKE COPY AT THE GREENLAND TOWN
OFFICE & GREENLAND POST OFFICE BEING A PUBLIC
PLACE IN SAID TOWN, ON THE DAY OF
FEBRUARY, 19 98.
Bruce L . Dearborn
James J. Wilbur
Harry R. Dowling
Selectmen of Greenland, NH
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STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
MUNICIPAL SERVICES DIVISION
61 So.Spring St., P.O.Box 1122
Concord, NH 03302-1122
(603) 271-3397
BUDGET FORM FOR TOWNS WHICH HAVE ADOPTED
THE PROVISIONS OF RSA 32:14 THROUGH 24
OF
BUDGET OF THE TOWN
GREENLAND N.H.
Appropriations and Estinnates of Revenue for the Ensuing Year January 1, 1998 to December 31, 1998 or
for Fiscal Year From to
lUPORTAMT: Please read RSA 32:5 applicable lo all municipalities.
1. Use this lorm to list the entire budget In the appropriate recommended and not recommended area. This moans the
operating budget and all special and individual warrant articles must be posted.
2. Hold at least one public hearing on this budget.
3. When completed, a copy of the budget must be posted with the warrant. Another copy must be placed on file with the town
clerk, and a copy sent to the Department of Revenue Administration at the address above.
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3120 Land Use change Taxes 10,000 50,830 10.000
3180 Resident Taxes -0- -0- -0-
3185 Yield Taxes 100 -0- 100
3186 Payment in Lieu of Taxes -0- -0- -0-
3189 other Taxes -0- 51,269 -0-
3190 Interest b Penalties on Delinquent
Taxes 13,500 16,102 13,500
Inventory Penalties -0- -0- -0-
LICENSES, PERMITS & FEES
3210 Business Licenses & Permits 6,010 9,215 8.010
3220 Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 301,100 469.518 389.100
3230 Building Permits -0- -0- -0-
3290 other Licenses, Permits fc Fees 4,856 7,830 4,856
33I1-331B FROM FEDERAL GOVERNMENT 10 -0- 10
FROM STATE
3351 shared Revenues 40,000 45,361 40,000
3352 Heals & Rooms Tax Distribution 15,000 32,007 15,000
3353 Highway Block Grant 40,010 48,475 40,010
3354 Water pollution Grant -0- -0- -0-
3355 Bousing t Community Development -0- -0- -0-
3356 state & federal Forest Land
Reimbursement -0- -0- -0-
3357 Flood Control Reimbursement -0- -0- -0-
3353 other (Including Railroad Tax) 20,550 4,918 560
3379 FROM OTHER GOVERNMENTS -0- -0- -0-
CHARGES FOR SERVICES
3401-3406 Income from Departments 5,500 7,345 5,850
3409 other Charges 40,500 28,313 40,500
MISCELUUIEOUS REVENUES
3501 sale or Municipal Property 500 1,026 500
3502 Interest on Investments 20,010 41,598 20,010
3503-3509 other 26,594 35,000 26,958
INTERFUND OPERATING
TRANSFERS IN
3912 From Special Revenue Funds -0- -0- -0-
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3913 From Capital Projects Fundo





3915 From Capital Reserve Funde
3916 From Trust k Agency Funde
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES
3934 Proc, from Long Term Bonds i. Notes




TOTAL REVENUES & CREDITS 544,270 848,807 614,964
**BUDGET SUMMARY**
SELECTMEN BtJDGET COMMITTEE
SUBTOTAL 1 RacoMBendsd (froa page 4) 1,317,978 1,262,268
SUBTOTAL 2 8p«cial Warrant artiolas RsooflBanded (pa9e 5)) 203,700 83,700
SUBTOTAL 3 'Individual' warrant artiolos Rsoo^Mndad (paga 5) 23,200 23,200
TOTAL Appropriations K«oo—ind«d 1,544,878 1,369,168
L«aBt AjBOoat of Batiaatad Ravanuaa ft Cradits (froai above) ( 614,964) { 614,964)
istiaatad Aaount of Taxas To Ba Raiaad 929,914 754,204
(REV. 1997)
B«
BUDGET COMITITTEE SUPPLEMENTAL SCHEDULE
(RSA 32:18, 19, & 32:21)
VERSION #1 REVISED 1996
Local Govt. Unit: TOWN OF GREENLAND Fiscal Year Ending: ^9^8




2. Principle: Long-Term Bonds & Notes -0-
3. Interest: Long-Term Bonds & Notes -0-
4. Capital Outlays Funded From Long-Term
Bonds & Notes per RSA 33:8 & 33:7-b. -0-
5. Mandatory Assessments -0-
6. TOTAL EXCLUSIONS (Sum of rows 2-5) -0-
7. AMOUNT RECOMMENDED LESS RECOMMENDED
EXCLUSION AMOUNTS (Line 1 less Line 6) 1,369,168
8. Line 7 times 10% 136,916
THIS IS THE MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE INCREASE TO BUDGET COMMITTEES







CAPITAL IMPROVEMEIVTS PROGRAM 1998-2003
TOWN OF GREENLAND, NEW HAMPSHIRE
Prepared For:
The Greenland Planning Board
by the Rockinghcim Planning Commission
Pall, 1997
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Greenland Capital Improvements Program
Executive Summary
The Greenland Capital Improvements Program was prepared by the
Rockingham Planning Commission in cooperation with the Greenland
CIP Committee. This committee was formed as a subcommittee of
the Greenland Planning Board and included representatives from
the Planning Board, the Board of Selectmen, the Budget Committee,
The School District and the general public. This committee met 6
times over the period from August to December and formulated the
Capital improvement Program that follows.
The program reflects capital projects submitted by Town
departments and boards as a result of a process of solicitations
that began in August. ^The projects submitted reflect to the best
of the CIP Committee's ability the stated priorities of the
individual departments. In some instances the Committee
attempted to place projects in the program in such a way as to
equalize capital expenditure throughout the six year program.
The program is predicated upon a plan of funding a "super"
capital reserve fund each year of the program. This target
amount for this reserve fund is $200,000 annually. This amount
will cover the bulk of the projects listed with one major
exception on the Town projects. This exception involves the
project for construction of a new library. This single project
estimated at 1.6 million dollars would require a doubling of the
anticipated super capital reserve funds annual allocation. The
project is however not figured into the present plan because it
was deemed to be two preliminary at this time.
From the Greenland School District perspective the capital
improvement projects constitute an approximate doubling of the
capital budget for the six years. This is the result of a
building program that is anticipated in the near term with an
estimated cost of approximately 2.3 million dollars. There was
no attempt to determine the funding mechanism for the school
capital costs but it is probable, based upon past history, that a
long-term bond measure will be utilized.
This is the first time the Town has attempted to program capital
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The Town officials in Greenland, like their counterparts in other
communities in New Hampshire, expend a great deal of effort each
year establishing a municipal budget. This budget must
realistically balance the ever increasing needs and costs of
delivering services to their constituents while at the same time
staying within the financial constraints mandated by available
tax revenues. In an acknowledgment of the precariousness of the
annual budgetary process, the General Court authorized the use of
a Capital Improvements Program (CIP) to aid town officials in
scheduling the investment of Town resources.
New Hampshire RSA numbers 674:5-7 provide legal guidance as to
authorization, purpose, description and preparation of the CIP.
Undertaking a CIP can only be done after authorization to do so
is granted by the local legislative body. This was done by a
vote of the residents of Greenland at Town Meeting in March,
1997.
Although this document must have the authorization of the local
legislative body, its use, once completed, is entirely advisory.
The document is structured to provide a multi-year (at least six)
recommended program of major capital projects and expenditures.
RSA 674:5 states "The sole purpose and effect of the Capital
Improvements Program shall be to aid the mayor and the budget
committee in their consideration of the annual budget."
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II. Tta« Greanland Capital iBproveoiants Program
The Greenland Capital Improvements Program is a budgetary
document which schedules all anticipated major Town expenditures
for a period of six years. For each expenditure scheduled, the
document includes a fiscal analysis that aids in prioritizing
that project. The program, when adopted and fully utilized,
serves to ensure that the services and facilities necessary to
meet the community's needs are provided in accordance with the
financial capabilities of Greenland.
For the purpose of this document, a capital improvement is
defined as a major expenditure for public facilities having a
gross cost of more than $5,000; having a useful life of three
years or more; considered beyond the scope of normal annual
operating expenses; or being any project that requires bond
financing. Examples of such improvements include:
Land acquisition for public purpose
- Vehicles
Buildings
Equipment and machinery with a useful life of greater
than 3 years
- Major building or facility renovations and repairs
Road renovations resulting in long-term improvement in
road capacity or conditions
Special studies such as resource assessments or
development of a Master Plan
Advantages of a CIP
Capital Improvements Programming offers many advantages including
the following:
1. Stabilizes year-to-year variations in capital outlays.
2. Makes pre-emptive acquisitions more feasible and defensible
(e.g., land acquired for town uses such as water supply,
waste disposal, and recreation).
3. If used in conjunction with capital reserve funds, can
offset a fraction of capital expenditures by reducing
interest payment.
4. Enables town to establish growth control measures (in
conjunction with a master plan, RSA 674:22) and/or impact
fees in accordance with RSA 674:21.
5. Facilitates implementation of the master plan through
scheduling of proposed projects over a period of time. This
type of programming can eliminate duplication and a random
approach in making capital outlays.
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6. Furnishes a total picture of the municipality's major needs,
discourages piecemeal expenditures, and serves to coordinate
the activities of various departments.
7. Establishes priorities for projects on the basis of needs
and costs, and permits anticipation of revenues and
expenditures
.
8. Serves as a public information tool by explaining to the
public the Town's plans for major expenditures.
In a cooperative effort, the Planning Board, Board of Selectmen
and Budget Committee review the CIP and make desired revisions
prior to adoption. After a public hearing is held, the Planning
Board adopts the CIP. As the guide for capital projects over a
six year period, the first year of the program is envisioned as a
trial run for the 1998 capital budget which, when combined with
the operating budget, is the total municipal budget for the year.
Once the program has been adopted, it is reviewed and updated
annually by the Planning Board in conjunction with the Budget
Committee and the Board of Selectmen. This is especially
important when all proposed capital projects are not funded by
the voters at Town Meeting. The CIP recommendations for the
upcoming year ' s budget are presented to the Selectmen and Budget
Committee. Each annual update adds an additional year to the
schedule so that a six year program period is maintained.
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III. Growth in Greenland and the Region
A. Population
As has been the case with most conmunities in Southern
New Hampshire, Greenland has experienced tremendous
growth in the last decade. Table 1 presents a
comparison of the population histories and projections
for Greenland and the other communities within the
Rockingham Planning Commission region. In addition,
population information is given for Rockingham County
and the State of New Hampshire.
In determining what time frame to use to calculate the
average annual growth rate, it was decided that 1970 to 1980
and 1980 to 1990 was best. The reason being that these time
frames incorporate decennial U.S. Census data, which is the
most reliable statistical source available. In addition the
time between 1990 and 1995 is also detailed on Table 1.
This information is based upon projections developed by the
New Hampshire Office of State Planning.
As can be seen the Town of Greenland experienced Growth in
the 1980 to 1990 period and the 1990-1995 period that




Population Growth and Density











Sq. Mi.1970 1 1980 1 1990 1994 1 1995 1970-«0 1 1980-90 1 1990-95
Atkinson 2,291 4,397 5,188 5,595 5,685 6.7% 1.7% 1.8% 10.8 526.4
Brentwood 1,468 2,004 2,590 2,768 2,836 3.2% 2.6% 1.8% 16.1 176.1
Danville 924 1,318 2,534 2,865 2.975 3.6% 6.8% 33% 11.5 258.7
East Kingston 838 1,135 1,352 1,533 1,566 3.1% 1.8% 3.0% 10.5 149 1
Epping 2,356 3,460 5,162 5,439 5,466 3.9% 4.1% 12% 248 220.4
Exeter 8,892 11,024 12,481 12,811 12,899 2 2% 1.2% 07% 20.4 632.3
Fremont 993 1,333 2,576 2,786 2,940 3.0% 6.8% 2.7% 17.4 169.0
Greenland 1,784 2,129 2,768 2,904 2,931 1.8% 2.7% 12% 11.5 254.9
Hampstead 2,401 3,785 6,732 7,128 7,262 4.7% 5.9% 15% 13.3 546.0
Hampton 8,011 10,493 12,278 12,608 12,792 2.7% 1.6% 0.8% ' 12.9 991.6
Hampton Falls 1,254 1,372 1,503 1,635 1,678 0.9% 0.9% 2.2% 12.3 136.4
Kensington 1,044 1,322 1,631 1,669 1,694 2.4% 2.1% 0.8% 11.2 151.3
Kingston 2,882 4,111 5,591 5,719 5,731 36% 3.1% 0.5% 19.8 2894
New Castle 975 936 840 835 843 -0 4% -1.1% 1% 0.8 10538
Newfields 843 817 888 1,031 1,088 -0.3% 0.8% 4.1% 6.6 1648
Newington 798 716 990 712 721 -11% 3.3% -6 1% 8.5 84.6
Newton 1,920 3,068 3,473 3,558 3,589 4.8% 1.2% 7% 9.7 370.0
North Hampton 3,259 3,425 3,637 3,838 3,871 0.5% 0.6% 13% 13.6 2846
Plaistow 4,712 5,609 7,316 7,504 7,573 18% 2.7% 0.7% 9.9 764.9
Portsmouth 25,717 26.254 25,925 22,655 22,736 2% -0.1% -2 6% 16.4 1386.3
Rye 4,083 4,508 4,612 4,658 4,671 1.0% 0.2% 3% 13 359.3
Salem 20,142 24,124 25,746 26,475 26,788 1.8% 0.7% 8% 23 1164.7
Sandown 741 2,057 4.060 4,403 4,559 10.7% 7.0% 2.3% 13.6 335.2
Seatirool^ 3,053 5,917 6,503 6,691 6,740 68% 0.9% 0.7% 88 765.9
South Hampton 558 660 740 755 756 1.7% 1.2% 0.4% 7.5 100.8
Stratham 1,512 2,507 4,955 5,393 5,524 5,2% 7.1% 22% 143 386.3
Windham 3,008 5,664 9,000 9,290 9,408 6 5% 4.7% 9% 25.4 3704
RPC Region 106,459 134,145 161,071 163,258 165,322 2.3% 1.8% 0,5% 363.6 454.7
Rock. County 138,951 190,345 245,845 251,821 254,721 3.2% 2.6% 0,7% 699.0 364.4
New Hampshire 737,681 920,475 1,109,252 1,105,000 1,148,000 2.2% 1.9% 7%
US Census 1970, 1980, 1990




A detailed analysis of Greenland's expenditures from 1991 -
1996 is presented in Table II. Table II lists the operating
expenditures divided into the 24 major categories. Each
category contains the expenditures of that department or
grouping as outlined in thp annual town reports. Table III
lists the capital expenditures for the same time period.
From 1991 - 1996, Greenland experienced no measurable
average annual increase in total expenditures. In 1991 the
annual budget was $1,086,677 and in 1996 the budget was
$1,071,430. This represents a remarkable stability for the
time period viewed.
Table III displays the annual capital projects budgets.
Once again this Table displays remarkable stability. The
Town side spending on capital projects averages a little
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B. Bonded Debt Limit
The state of New Hampshire has statutory limits in place that
allow towns to bond specific percentages of their equalized
assessed valuations to pay for capital improvements. For
municipal purposes the bonding threshold is 1.75% of the
communities equalized assessed valuation. There is a limit of 7%
of a town's equalized assessed valuation for the bonding of
school related capital improvements. Due to the Town's history
of reticence toward bonding municipal capital projects the 1.75
threshold has not been an issue in the recent past.
V. Capital Projects
This section identifies the capital expenditures anticipated over
the next six years. Clearly, within this time frame (1998-2003),
other projects will be identified which will be of high priority
and warrant immediate inclusion in the Town's capital spending
plan. It is highly unlikely that all such expenditures can be
readily identified six years ahead of time. Thus, spending
priorities identified in this plan for the year 2000 may not
remain the same six years hence, although every effort should be
made to adhere to a plan.
Likewise, the plan has been designed to be as realistic,
practical and feasible as possible. The CIP should not, and does
not, constitute a "wish list" of desirable but unlikely spending
and improvements. The Planning Board created a subcommittee to
assist in the preparation of this Plan that included members of
the Board of Selectmen, Budget Committee, citizens and the
Planning Board. This committee was charged with overseeing the
preparation of the Plan and of reviewing all capital requests
submitted. This committee attempted to prioritize projects
according to the desires of the departments involved. The
Planning Board has taken no position on the validity of any of
the projects included. The presumption is that each project is a
valid response to needs within the community. There are
instances however where the CIP Committee makes determinations on
project validity . When this was done the decision was
predicated upon findings that the project was either determined
to be premature or was submitted with too little supporting
documentation to warrant serious consideration. These instances
are more clearly detailed in the section describing the
individual projects.
In preparing and accepting this document the Planning Board
accepts the responsibility and obligation of making all good
faith efforts to see that the plan is adhered to. Nonetheless,
it should be recognized that the plan does not have the force of
law and cannot commit or bind future administrations or officials
of the Town of Greenland to the long range spending plans of
their predecessors. There will of course be times when the Town
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needs to deviate from the plan. A prime example is with the
acquisition of land. The are several projects included in the CIP
for purchase of land. Such purchases are subject to market
constraints which often require swift action. In these cases it
is anticipated that the Town will move ahead on purchases when
appropriate land holdings become available regardless of the
projects position within the plan.
A. Financial Capacity and Method of Financing
Town expenditures can be grouped into two broad categories— operating and capital. Operating expenses include such
items as salaries, utilities, insurance, rent, equipment
purchases under $2,000, etc. Capital expenses are
restricted to land, vehicles, buildings, equipment that
lasts more than 5 years, building renovations and repairs,
and road projects which result in long term improvements.
Capital improvements are generally funded in five ways: 1)
current revenue, 2) general obligation bonds, 3) revenue
bonds, 4) capital reserve funds and 5) special revenue
sources.
1. Current Revenue: The most commonly used method of
financing capital projects is through the use of
current revenues. Current revenue is the money raised
by the local property tax for a given year. When a
project is funded with current revenues, its entire
cost is paid off within one year. Projects funded with
current revenues are customarily lower in cost than
those funded by bonds. If the town has the financial
capacity to pay for a project in a given year, the cost
to the taxpayer will be less than if bonded because
there are no interest payments to be made. However,
making capital acquisitions with current revenues does
have the effect of lumping an expenditure into one year
resulting in higher taxes for the year of purchase.
2. General Obligation Bonds: These bonds are used to
finance major capital projects. They are issued for a
period of time ranging from five years to twenty years,
during which time principal and interest payments are
made. They are secured by the government's power to
tax and are paid for by property taxes. Time payments
have the advantage of allowing the capital expenditures
to be amortized over the life of the project and of
avoiding the property tax peaks that result from
capital purchases made from current revenues. On the
other hand, they do commit resources over a long period
of time, decreasing the flexibility of how yearly
revenue can be utilized.
10
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Revenue Bonds: These bonds are issued to finance
revenue producing facilities, such as water and sewer
services. Revenue bonds differ from general obligation
bonds in that, while they are secured by the town, they
are paid for out of revenues generated by the
improvement being financed. Thus, a water distribution
system improvement, funded through revenue bonds, would
be paid for by revenue received from water users. The
floating of these bonds is therefore paid for by user
fees, with no local tax money involved.
Capital Reserve Fund: Since many capital projects
involve very considerable expenditures, it is often
advantageous to set aside current revenue over a period
of years in order to make a purchase. The resulting
capital reserve fund can be for general purposes, with
its use determined at a later date, or specific, with
its purpose set out initially. One obvious advantage
of a capital reserve fund is that the major acquisition
can be made without the need to go into the bond market
and without making interest payments. With capital
reserve funds, monies are "removed" from the town's
budget in th3 year in which the money is appropriated,
not in the year in which the purchase is actually made.
Special Revenue Sources: This category includes
projects financed by user fees, intergovernmental
transfers, grants and gift/donations. Intergovernmental
transfers, so-called, are highway aid from the N.H.
Dept. of Public Works and Highways, the Environmental
Protection Agency for sewer projects, the Dept. of
Housing and Urban Development for community development
projects, and the Dept. of the Treasury for general
revenue sharing funds. These programs either provide an
outright grant or provide matching funds to go with
locally raised funds.
The Town of Greenland has historically financed their capital
expenditures through current revenues. This has had two very
telling results. On the one hand, municipal capital expenditure
has been very low and relatively stable in the recent past. As
shown on the table entitled Municipal Capital Expenditures, in
the six previous years the Town spent approximately $34,000 on
capital purchases annually. The negative side to this low impact
financial history is that it appears the Town has delayed capital
purchase in a number of areas and now the Town may need to pay
the price associated with this policy of deferment. As shown on
the capital improvement program below, most of the Town
Departments have substantial capital needs. In order to address
these needs the Town will have to consider a schedule of capital
11
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expenditure that drastically departs from historical trends.
In light of this, the Capital Improvement committee discussed
options available for meeting these increased demands. These
options included continuing to fund capital expenses with current
revenues, establishing a program of funding a "super" capital
reserve fund, or utilizing financial measures such as long term
bond measures to pay for necessary capital improvements. The
discussions by the committee seemed to rule out two of these
options fairly quickly. The number of proposed projects and
their attendant costs result in an inability of the Town to
reasonably consider funding the projects out of current revenue.
The committee was also uninterested in departing from an
environment free from interest charges and chose to forego long
term debt service in order to raise funds to pay for the proposed
capital projects. The alternative chosen by the committee most
closely mirrors the capital projects funding mechanism used in
the past for high cost items.
The concept is to fund a capital reserve program at a set dollar
amount for each of the years of the program. These funds will
then be used to pay for the projects programmed for that year. In
some instances the programmed projects for any given year will
require all the funds appropriated. In some years their will be
a balance that will accrue to the following year in anticipation
of a high cost project. The base figure for this "super" capital
reserve fund as determined by the CIP Committee is $200,000.
According to budget committee representatives on the CIP
Committee this figure roughly corresponds to a $1.00 increase in
an individual tax bill per $1000 of assessed valuation. The
current Capital Improvement Program requires this level of
spending be maintained and in some years exceeded in order to
fully fund the requested projects submitted from the Town side.
This figure does not include funds to finance the projects
submitted by the Greenland School District for reasons enumerated
below.
This schedule is predicated upon two important provisos. First,
the school costs are detailed separately on the program. This
has been done this way to allow for the fact that the Greenland
School District has the authority to fund their capital projects
according to their own internal policies. Historically long term
debt has been incurred by the District and there is every reason
to believe that projects would be funded the same way in the
future. If the projects proposed by the school all go forward as
scheduled the school capital budget would require a level of
funding slightly in excess of the 200,000 proposed by the CIP
Committee as a "super" capital reserve fund. The second proviso
speaks to the funding structure for the proposed library. This
project is offered as a ten year effort but at this time the
price estimate incorporates only the construction costs, not land
acquisition costs. This single project would nearly double the
12
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resources needed annually to fund the program. Until more
comprehensive information can be supplied this project is not
actively reflected on the program but is included in the
descriptive list of project submittals for the Program that
follows below.
Proposed Capital Projects
Requests for capital projects were solicited from each of the
departments in town in an effort to determine the level of
capital expenditure for the next six years. Each department was
asked to provide a narrative description of the capital
improvement, an estimated cost and an internal department ranking
or priority statement if more than one project was submitted.
This information is summarized below to act as supporting
documentation of the projects listed on the Capital Improvements
Program.
Fire Department
Refurbish the departments 1979 Maxim ^ire Truck. The project
includes bringing the vehicle up to standard by enclosing the cab
section and repairing existing rust. The project is seen as
alleviating a substandard condition and was ranked as the
departments number one project of three submitted. The cost of
the project is estimated to be $80,000.
Purchase a new ambulance to replace the existing 1986 E-350
vehicle. The existing vehicle has had extensive body work and
this project is designated as alleviating substandard conditions
or deficiencies. This project was given second priority by the
Fire Department and the estimated project cost is $90,000.
Repair rust and paint existing equipment. This project was seen
as being the third in rank of those projects submitted and is
geared toward repair of existing facility and alleviating
substandard conditions. The project could be done over two years
but has at this point been programmed for one year at an
estimated cost of $20,000.
The committee was informed by the Fire Department that there was
a need to upgrade the communications and emergency response
equipment to incorporate digital technology. This would best be
done town-wide and other departments have included such upgrades.
No such project was submitted and therefore one has not been
included in the program for the Fire Department but it is likely
that this will be offered in the near future.
Highway Department
Purchase a new highway truck. This project is the sole submittal
from the highway department and is offered to replace existing
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equipment, improve the quality of existing service and reduce
long term operating costs as a result of increased fuel
efficiency. No priority ranking was given nor was a year
proposed for this purchase. The estimated cost of this project
is $100,000.
Weeks Library
Construction of a new library. It is anticipated that this will
be a new facility located on property not yet purchased. The
plan is for a 15,000 square foot structure that would allow much
needed expansion and incorporate the mandates of the Americans
with Disabilities Act. The project was submitted under the
pretext that this would be done within a ten year planning cycle
with an initial project estimate of $1,606,000. This cost
estimate does not include real estate acquisition that would be
required since the present site allows no expansion. In light of
the preliminary nature of the project and its high cost this is
not shown as an active project on the Capital Improvement
Program.
Construction of a new parking area located behind the Weeks
Library. This project is submitted because the current parking
facilities are inadequate to meet the needs of the Library. The
present layout has resulted in accidents and parking within the
existing right-of-way. The project is submitted to expand
capacity of existing service levels, remove imminent threat to
public health or safety, and to alleviate substandard conditions
or deficiencies. The library submitted this as their number one
department priority with an estimated project cost of $5,000.
Computer Equipment upgrade. The present computer capabilities of
the library are deficient. The current equipment was donated
which provided the Library with substantial cost savings but
unfortunately the equipment was already out-of-date when
received. In order to offer a higher standard of service this
project was submitted. The project alleviates substandard
conditions or deficiencies, improves the quality of existing
services and provides added capacity to serve growth. This
project was ranked as the second highest priority with an
estimated cost of $18,000.
Parks and Recreation
Purchase land for the development of recreation fields to include
baseball, soccer and tennis courts. The design is to purchase
land in the vicinity of the school to facilitate centralization
of these enterprises. No priority nor proposed year was given
for this project but it would both provide new service and
improve upon those recreational facilities that currently exist.
The cost is estimated to be $250,000.
14
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Build the recreation fields as needed in consort with the land
purchase indicated in the project above. This project would
provide new facilities. No priority nor proposed year was given
for this project but the estimated cost is $3 00,000.
Purchase land located directly on Great Bay for passive
recreational use by Greenland residents. No priority nor proposed
year was given for this project but the estimated cost is
$300,000.
Police Department
Increase the size and quality of the Police Department. This
project calls for the major renovation of the present police
department area to include additional work space, sound proof
interview rooms, holding areas increased security for the
evidence room, and a booking area. This project is given highest
priority by the police department and will result in expanded
capacity of existing facilities; it will alleviate substandard
conditions; responds to federal and state requirements; improves
the quality of existing service and provides added capacity to
serve growth. The project cost estimate is $160,000.
Replace police cruisers at a rate of one vehicle every other year
and one vehicle every fourth year. In addition the Town should
expect to purchase a third vehicle to include in this rotation..
The present use of vehicles requires replacement at around
100,000 miles. This project replaces existing facilities;
provides added capacity to serve growth and improves the quality
of existing services. This project requires funding in the near
term at a cost estimate of $70,000.
Replace existing on-board video systems in the cruisers. The
present system of video cameras is approximately 8 years old.
The system should be replaced in the near future (2 to 3 years)
.
This project would replace existing facilities and would improve
the quality of existing service. The project cost estimate is
$12,000.
Purchase three cruiser radios, 1 base station and eight portable
radios. This equipment upgrade is necessary because emergency
response systems are moving to digital technology and the
existing radio format is incompatible. This project is
anticipated to be necessary within five years by the Police
Department. It will replace existing facilities; improve the
quality of existing services and provide added capacity to serve
growth. The estimated project cost is $18,500. This project is





Purchase Vision Appraisal system software and hardware. This
project is necessary to allow the appraisal function to be
updated within the Town. The project will expand and improve
capacity of the existing service levels. The estimated project
cost is $20,000.
EMS
Purchase a communications tower, digital radios and related
equipment. The project will improve quality of existing
equipment and services and alleviates substandard conditions.
The estimated cost of the project is $60,000 but it is indicated
that there may be funds available through Seabrook Power Station.
This communications network is anticipated to integrate the
emergency response systems of departments town-wide.
Trustees of the Trust Funds
Contract for the professional layout of the remaining areas of
the Town cemetery. This project will improve the quality of
existing services and provides added capacity to serve growth.
The estimated project cost is $25,000.
Construct a pavilion on the ground of the Town cemetery and a
facility for storage during periods when final internment is
impossible. This project will improve the quality of existing
services. The estimated project cost is $50,000.
Greenland Central School
Purchase 3 double wide modular classrooms to be installed on site
at the Central School. The first modular will be needed for the
1998-99 school year and the second unit will be needed for the
1999-2000 school year and the third for the 2001-2002 school
year. The need for these facilities in this timeframe is high.
This project will expand capacity of existing facilities;
alleviate substandard conditions improve the quality of existing
services' and provide added capacity to serve growth. Project
cost estimate is $190,200.
Fund a yearly maintenance program for the repair and updating of
the Central School. This program will include electrical system
update; installation of energy efficient lighting, construction
of new storage cabinets. The project will replace or repair
existing facilities, remove imminent threat to public health or
safety, improves the quality of existing services and reduces
long-term operating expense. The estimated project cost is
$20,000 annually for a total of $120,000.
Construct an addition and perform renovations to the Greenland
16
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Central School. This project will expand capacity of existing
service levels, improves the quality of existing services and
provides added capacity to serve growth. The project cost
estimate is $2,330,000.
Replace the roof on the front section of the portion of the
school constructed in 1920. The shingles on this section are
deteriorating and the roof is leaking. This project will replace
or repair existing facilities;, alleviates substandard
conditions; improves the quality of existing services and reduces
long-term operating costs. The estimated project cost is
$15,000.
Repave the school parking lot and driveway. This project will
replace or repair existing facilities; remove imminent threat to
public health or safety and alleviates substandard conditions.
The estimated cost for this project is $35,000.
Develop playing fields on newly acquired Heydon property. This
project would expand capacity and improve quality of existing
service and would provide added capacity to serve growth. The
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ANNUAL REPORTS OF THE
GREENLAND SCHOOL DISTRICT
Greenland, New Hampshire
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MODERATOR Kath Mullholand 2000
CLERK Alison Brackett 2000
TREASURER Frances Thompson 2000
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS - Stephen F. Maio
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GREENLAND SCHOOL DISTRICT MEETING
The State of New Hampshire
The Greenland School District meeting was held on
Thursday, March 6, 1997, at the Greenland Central School.
The meeting was opened at 7:01 p.m. by Moderator Kath
Mullholand.
The invocation was given by Reverend Doug Lovejoy-
Carter, pastor of the Greenland Community Church.
The Pledge of Allegiance was led by Elizabeth Carlin and
Carolyn Connelly, Lisa Menke, Samantha Strebel, HoUyann
Martin, members of the Greenland Girl Scout Troop 401
Color Guard.
Introductions were then made: Laurin Buyak, Richard,
Carlin, Bruce Dearborn, Jane Gouzoules and Ann Mayer,
School Board Members; Alison Brackett, School District
Clerk; Peter Smith, Principal; Stephen Maio, Superintendent
of Schools; James Katkin, Business Administrator; Mark
Fleming, Chairperson of the Budget Committee.
ARTICLE 1 . It was moved by Jane Gouzoules; seconded by
Laurin Buyak, to hear the reports of agents, auditors,
committees and/ or officers theretofore chosen, and pass any
vote relating thereto. Passed by voice vote. It was moved
by Jane Gouzoules; seconded by Rich Carlin, to waive the
reading of the minutes. Passed by voice vote.
On behalf of the school district, Ann Mayer thanked retiring
board member, Bruce Dearborn, for his time and diligence
on behalf of the children of Greenland.
ARTICLE 2. It was moved by Bruce Dearborn; seconded by
Rich Carlin, to see if the School District will vote to approve
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the cost items included in the collective bargaining
agreement reached between the Greenland School Board
and the Association of Coastal Teachers/ Greenland, which






and further to raise and appropriate the sum of forty-four
thousand two hundred eighteen dollars ($44,218) for the
1997-98 fiscal year, such sum representing the additional
costs attributable to the increase in salaries and benefits over
those of the appropriation at current staffing levels paid in
the prior fiscal year. The school board and budget
committee recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote
required.) Passed by voice vote.
ARTICLE 3 . It was moved by Ann Mayer; seconded by Phil
Rowe, to see if the School District will vote to raise and
appropriate a deficit appropriation in the amount of two
hundred eighty-six thousand six hundred sixty-seven
dollars ($286,667) for the purpose of purchasing an adjacent
piece of property to the Greenland Central School of
approximately + 4.8 acres with existing dwelling. The school
board and budget committee recommend this
appropriation. (Majority vote required.) Passed by voice
vote.
ARTICLE 4 . It was moved by Laurin Buyak; seconded by
Rich Carlin, to see if the School District will vote to create an
expendable trust fund under the provisions of RSA 198:20-c,
to be known as the school district rental property
maintenance fund, for the purpose of repairing and
maintaining the rental property located on land being
fl5
acquired for future school purposes. Furthermore, to name
the school board as agent to expend principal and interest,
and to raise and appropriate the sum of fifteen thousand
dollars ($15,000) toward this purpose. The school board and
budget committee recommend this appropriation. (Majority
vote required.) Passed by voice vote.
ARTICLE 5 . It was moved by Mark Fleming; seconded by
Gus Gouzoules, to see if the district will raise and
appropriate the sum of $3,532,265 (three million five
hundred thirty-two thousand two hundred sixty-five
dollars), inclusive of any funds approved in Article 2, 3,
and/ or 4, for the support of schools, for payment of salaries,
for obligations of the School District; to authorize the
application against said appropriations of such sums, as are
estimated to be received together with other income, the
school board to certify to the selectmen the balance between
estimated revenue and the appropriation which balance is to
be raised by taxes by the town. Passed by voice vote.
ARTICLE 6 . It was moved by Rich Carlin; seconded Laurin
Buyak, to transact any further business that may legally
come before the meeting. Passed by voice vote.
Rich Carlin presented to Bruce Dearborn a certificate from
the New Hampshire School Boards Association in
appreciation of his service on the Greenland School Board.






The following officers were elected, for the ensuing three
years, at the 1997 annual town meeting:
Skip Baghdoyan, School Board Member
Alison Brackett, School District Clerk
Richard Carlin, School Board Member
Kath MuUholand, School District Moderator





THE SCHOOL DISTRICT TREASURER
Fiscal Year July 1, 1996 To June 30, 1997
Cash on hand July 1 , 1 996 (Treasurer's bank balance) $ 1 1 0,0 1 3 .92
Current Appropriation 3,058,008.00
Deficit Appropriation 286,667.00
Revenue from State Sources 104,784.81
Revenue from Federal Sources. 7,788.82
Received from Tuitions
hicome from Trust Funds 27.69





Total Available for Fiscal Year 3,663,113.39
Less School Board Orders Paid 3,433,092.90






REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
Stephen F. Maio
£OC33
What is an adequate education? This question will be central to
the State of New Hampshire's remedy for dealing with the New
Hampshire Supreme Court's decision declaring the current
method of funding and taxing for public education in New
Hampshire as unconstitutional. The Supreme Court ruled that to
provide an adequate education is a duty of state government ex-
pressly created by the State's highest governing document. The
State Constitution. The court noted that because of differences in
the equalized tax rate of cities and towns in New Hampshire,
some municipalities are taxed at almost four times the rate of oth-
ers.
There are legislators and citizens across the State of New Hamp-
shire who are reacting to the Court's ruling by advocating for an
amendment to the State Constitution. Governor Shaheen has
proposed that the State define what is an adequate education, de-
termine the cost of delivering that education to each and every
student in the state, and help those towns who are not able to
raise the funds to deliver the necessary instruction under such a
definition.
In Greenland, the local taxes support the school's meeting the
current educational standards as prescribed by the State. In fact,
in Greenland, these Department of Education standards are met
"with distinction." The Greenland School Board, administrators,
teachers, and especially the students, are grateful to the taxpayers
of Greenland for providing the funds for an education that clearly
embraces the current definition of "adequacy." For Greenland, a
solution for complying with the decision of the State Supreme
Court is one which does not take funds from the local district to
support education elsewhere.
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The New Hampshire Supreme Court in its decision issued guide-
lines for the determination of educational adequacy as follows:
• Broad and well-balanced curricula to equip students with ba-
sic knowledge and skills in language arts and reading,
mathematics, science, social studies, arts, health, physical
education, computers and consumer and workplace technol-
ogy and to allow students the opportunity to learn a foreign
language.
• Prograins and activities to promote the development of char-
acter and citizenship.
• Legally qualified administrators and teachers; professionals
who focus on implementing the school's educational program.
• Safe and orderly facilities for educating students.
• Evaluation and assessment of the effectiveness of the educa-
tional program, teachers, instructional methods, and organ-
izational structures.
• Evaluation of students' academic performance to determine
what students have learned and what skills they have ac-
quired.
INCREASING ENROLLMENTS
Enrollment projections in Greenland demonstrate that the num-
ber of school age children will continue to grow through the year
2002. The current enrollment at the Greenland Central School is
384 students. This number, based on children presently living in
Greenland, will grow to 452 students in the next four years.
While the building of new homes is at a constant level, young
families are moving into older homes. Anticipating the rising
number of students and the need to provide additional class-
rooms, the Greenland School Board proposed, and the taxpayers
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approved, the purchase of the house and 4.8 acres of land next to
the school, when they became available last year. The SAU 50
Superintendent's Office has moved into the home at 48 Post Road,
next to the school, and is paying rent to the school district. The
Greenland Central School is currently using the new land for
physical education and out-door science activities. The State De-
partment of Education is reimbursing school district in the
amount of 30% of the cost of the land and the house.
In order to accommodate the anticipated number of students and
to continue with reasonable class size in the early grades, which
support quality instruction and learning, the Greenland School
Board created an additional section of grade one students for the
school year 1997/98 and is budgeting for a double classroom
modular building for the 1998/99 school year. Without this
modular classroom facility, a sufficient number of teaching sta-
tions at the school will not be available and students will be using
the substandard spaces for some classes. A Space Needs Com-
mittee has been established to plan the long range classroom
needs for the district. The Report of the Space Needs Committee
is included in this Annual Report.
The increasing number of students at the Greenland Central
School ultimately move to the Portsmouth High School and tui-
tion costs to the district will escalate.
CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT
Principal Peter Smith and the professional and classified staff of
the Greenland Central School are committed to personal and or-
ganizational improvement. The Greenland Educational Im-
provement Plan (GEIP) is currently focusing on developing writ-
ing skills of students. Staff Development days have recently been
committed to the teaching and learning of an effective writing
process at each level. The school is focused on identifying and
implementing the best teaching and learning practices to assist
students including those who have been identified as needing
special education services. The Greenland Central School is very
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sensitive to the need for students to become skillful in the use of
technology in order to compete in an increasingly technological
world. The Greenland School Board is in the third year of a dis-
trict technology plan and is presently planning to revise that plan.
Principal Peter Smith and his staff have applied for and received
several grants, public and private, to augment and enrich the
educational program across the curriculum.
STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT
While the parent of a special needs child may measure the results
of learning in a different manner from the parents of other stu-
dents, there are certain measures of educational achievement that
provide useful information.
The Greenland School Board and administration study test results
and make necessary adjustments to improve instruction and to
accommodate learning. The school is currently focused on
aligning its curricula in mathematics and social studies to meet
the State of New Hampshire frameworks in those areas. There
will still be a few years before the state and school curricula are
matched. In addition to the state tests, the school continues to
administer the California Achievement Test, which is a nationally
normed test instrument in reading, language arts, and mathemat-
ics.
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REPORT OF THE PRINCIPAL
GREENLAND CENTRAL SCHOOL
Peter D. Smith
It is with great pride and sense of school-wide accompHshment that
I report on the changes, events, and success at the Greenland
Central School during 1997. Enrollment continues to climb and
currently hovers close to 385 students. A significant increase in
the number of first graders this year made it necessary to add an
additional grade 1 classroom, which in turn caused crowded or
marginal instructional space for several other programs. In looking
ahead, the Greenland School Board purchased property adjacent to
the school, initiated an expansion of our cafeteria, and assembled a
Space Needs Committee to examine the impact of growth at the
school.
The addition of new staffmembers has resulted from growth and
turnover, and we welcomed the following during 1997.
Christopher Caron, Technology Coordinator; Jonathan
Glosser, Special Education Aide, Joleen Fernald, Speech and
Language Assistant, Susan Hett, Grade 1 Teacher; Betty
Moylan, Cafeteria Assistant, Susan Murphy, Office
Receptionist/Cafeteria Monitor; Carolyn Stavens, Special
Education Aide, and Dorothy Taraburelli, Reading Specialist.
Our Greenland Educational Improvement Plan, Technology Plan,
revised district curriculums, and the New Hampshire curriculum
frameworks, continue to provide us with important direction and
instructional objectives.
This fall we began our ten year reaccreditation effort through the
New England Association ofSchools and Colleges (NEASC). This
process requires an extensive self study through which we will
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analyze and report on all aspects of our school. The self study will
be followed by a review and recommendations from an outside
visiting team in the spring of 1999. I am confident we will fare
very well in this process and the following are examples of
initiatives during 1997 and ongoing that make ours a quality
school.
Instruction— An emphasis on interdisciplinary and
thematic instruction (e.g., immigration, industrial
revolution. Great Bay, etc.), has brought learning alive
through literature, writing, projects, in school presentations,
and field experiences to destinations such as the Lowell
Mills, New York City, and local sites of natural and historic
significance.
The arrival of our new reading specialist this year has
brought many new strategies and skills to both students and
staff, as well as success for many emergent readers who are
experiencing difficulty.
School Climate— The efforts of our school Climate
Committee resulted in media awareness presentations,
review of our school handbook, and the emergence of a
Peer Mediation Committee, which is currently pursuing a
student based conflict resolution program.
Curriculum ~~ In light of state assessment results and the
associated New Hampshire Curriculum Frameworks,
Greenland faculty have been actively involved on
curriculum committees charged with revision and
realignment of district curriculums in language arts, social
studies, and mathematics.
Technolosv ~~ Computers and related technology are
becoming increasingly important and better integrated
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throughout the school. In the past year we have nearly
doubled the number ofmodem, multi media computers in
the building. Though we still lag behind many area schools
in the ratio of computers to students, I am proud to say ours
are being well utilized due in large part to extensive
summer training, (e.g., Internet, multi media, etc.) for staff,
as well as regularly scheduled workshops during the school
year conducted by our Technology Coordinator.
In the past year, we acquired a 56K feed to provide Internet
access building wide and we also completed installation of
our local area network.
Writins— Writing continues to be an area of emphasis and
commitment in grades K through 8. Through the Goals
2000 grant we received this fall, teachers at all grade levels
will receive professional training and consultation on
effective writing strategies.
A look at student achievement indicates that Greenland students
continue to do well, scoring most often above average on the New
Hampshire assessment and scoring an average of28% higher than
the national average for all items on the California Achievement
Test.
Other significant school events in 1997 include the start of Italian
instruction in grades 2, 3, and 4 courtesy of a grant Superintendent
Maio coordinated through the Italian consulate.
Community theater came to life through the production of "Aunt
Chip and the Great Triple CreekDam Affair, " an educationally
rich project that involved individuals fi"om throughout the
community.
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Baseball made a successful resurgence thanks to a determined
eighth grader, Jason Rafferty, and a great deal of local support.
Our Odyssey of the Mind teams were again outstanding; co-
curricular and sports activities thrived with high interest and
attendance; junior high advisory program was successful, and our
first annual family cookout was a wonderful culmination to the
1996-97 school year.
Our school relies on support and collaboration from many local
agencies and organizations. The Greater Portsmouth Educational
Partnership Council, the Portsmouth School to Life Committee,
The Foundationfor Seacoast Health, and the Walker Foundation,
were most generous this year in providing grants that made
possible the many initiatives mentioned above.
The D.A.R.E. Program {Greenland Police Department), fire safety
{Greenland Fire Department), Greenland history {Historical
Society), enrichment opportunities {Junior Womens Club), and
coordination of sports activities (Recreation Department), have all
helped to promote pride and appreciation for the greater
community and its important role in conjunction with school.
The Greenland part nts and the Greenland Parent Organization
(GPO) and the Reading is Fundamental (R.I.F.) Committee
continue to be our most valuable resources. They contribute a
tremendous amount of time and energy through classroom
assistance, sponsoring of educational and social events, and in
raising funds that support school programs.
It is the hard work and dedication of our entire school community
that makes our accomplishments and the overall success of our
school possible. I therefore want to thank the entire staff, the
students, our school officials, parents, and community members for
their continued commitment to quality education in Greenland.
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REPORT OF PORTSMOUTH HIGH SCHOOL
Richard F. Gremlitz, Acting Principal
It is my pleasure to offer this report to the citizens of SAU 50.
Portsmouth High School is proud of the students from your
towns. They come to us consistently well grounded in the
fundamental skills necessary to successfully complete their
high school years.
The academic component of Portsmouth High School can be
thought of as the "heart" of our operation. Our athletic
programs, co-curricular activities, and student government
opportunities can be thought of as the "soul" of the school.
Both of these components contribute to what makes a
comprehensive high school complete. Much educational
research indicates student achievement in academics, coupled
with positive involvement in school activities, provide an
educational synergy that builds in our students a solid
foundation for lifelong professional and personal success.
In order to respond to the opportunities that block scheduling
provides, and to expand our students' capabilities in the core
subject areas, we now require 26 credits for graduation. We
concurrently have increased to three required credits each in
science, mathematics, and social studies. Many students far
exceed our minimum requirements and take advantage of the
advanced level courses available in a number of subject areas.
A comprehensive evaluation of block scheduling was
completed throughout the spring and summer months.
Parents, students, and staff were surveyed and the results were
tabulated. A very large percentage of respondents indicated a
significant acceptance of the concept and implementation of
block scheduling. The faculty and administration are now
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considering suggestions for minor changes to improve our
overall effectiveness.
We are operating with a revised class absence/attendance
policy and revised dress code. Both of these policies were
developed through staff and student input and, in both cases,
represent somewhat more stringent standards than in the past.
The statewide sophomore tests were administered for the
second time at Portsmouth High School in the spring of 1997.
After devoting significant energy to helping our students better
understand the nature of the test and the curriculum
frameworks on which they are based, we feel the results are
laudable. Our scores improved in 7 out of 8 areas; the largest
increase being in social studies. Portsmouth High School ranks
in the top 15% in the state both in language arts and
mathematics.
This fall, through a grant submitted jointly by the school
department and the Portsmouth Police Department, we have
instituted the school resource officer program. This program
provides Portsmouth High School with the resources of a full-
time D.A.R.E. Officer. The emphasis of this program is toward
prevention and intervention of situations that could escalate
into confrontation, conflict, and fundamentally poor choices on
the part of students. Since its inception at the beginning of the
school year, preliminary data and subjective evaluation is very
encouraging toward achieving the state goals of the program.
Our staff continues to be concerned with providing a smooth
transition from eighth grade to the high school. The annual
Freshmen Orientation is one of the tools that is utilized to make
the new students feel comfortable with each other and with
their new school. This year, we reorganized the manner in
which the two Eighth Grade Open Houses were conducted.
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New initiatives planned for the future include a mentoring
program for new students and orientation sessions for parents.
There are many indicators that point to the continuing positive
efforts of both students and faculty. We are proud of the large
number of invitations to our students to study at the
prestigious Saint Paul's School Summer Program; for the first
time in many years our students have participated in the
Channel 11 Granite State Challenge; a significant number of our
female athletes were recognized at the state level for their
combination of academic success, athletic abilities, and fair
play; our graduates are regularly accepted to highly
competitive colleges and universities such as Dartmouth,
Smith, Wellesley, William, and Yale. We are also encouraged
by the fact that from the Class of 1997, 75% of our graduates
are enrolled in some form of postsecondary education.
Please know that we welcome you at Portsmouth High School.
We will be happy to arrange a tour of the building and
facilities, have you visit classes, or simply respond to your
questions. Phone us if we can help in any way.
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Recommendations
The most iimnediate problem at the Greenland Central School is
the number of classrooms available. To allow for the probability
of three classes of both grades 1 and 2 next year and to make the
music room available again, the committee feels it would be
prudent to lease or purchase a modular unit with 2 classrooms and
furniture. This modular unit should be available for the fall of
1998.
At the same time the school board should begin the early planning
stages to deal with the possibility of additional construction at the
Greenland Central School. During the evaluation, planning and
development stages, additional modular units should be added as
necessary to house classrooms until the need for more permanent
space is clear and it can be constructed.













Our school with the recent addition was designed for a maximum
of 425 students. Our current population is 384 (91% of
maximum). To make 425 students fit into our school we must
have an equal distribution of students throughout the grades or be
willing to tolerate large class sizes in some grades. (The 425
student capacity is an ideal maximum based upon equal
distribution of students throughout the different grades, which does
not currently occur.
)
After examining the utilization of the facility over the last ten
years, we believe that in a school of our size the highest utilization
of the facility that can be sustained without reducing the quality of
education is 85% to 90% of the theoretical maximum number of
students (380 students). (See Figure 1).
Utilization of Classroom Space
I % utilization of Space
0.0% lllllllllllll
cr> ^
Year (Addition Completed in 1995)
Figure 1. Addition completed in 1995. From 1998 to 2001
projected by cohort survival method.
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Future Growth
The methods available to the school to predict the future number
of students are indicating increases of 1 5 to 20 students per year
for the next three years (see Figure 2). Beyond three years the
predictions are less accurate.
A review of the school population data suggests that the increases
will be in the lower grades, and the increased grade size will
progress upward each year.
Greenland still has a relatively large percentage of undeveloped
land. Although the rate of building permits has been consistent
over the last few years, there is evidence of increasing
development pressure.
Greenland School Population K-12
Central School and Portsmouth High School
-No of students k-8
No of students 9 to 12








Greenland School District Space Needs Committee Summary
Report January 1998
During the fall and winter of the 1997-1998 school year a
committee of Greenland residents, School Board members,
teachers, and school administrators met several times to discuss the
recent rapid growth of the Central School population and the
resulting crowded situation at the Central School. The committee
reviewed records of the town and the school district and discussed
what actions, if any, would be in the best interest of the
community.
As a result of the discussions it became apparent to the committee
that this increase in students is overloading the facility in several
ways and creates the potential to affect the quality of education in
Greenland.
Classroom Space
In response to a surge of first graders and strongly expressed
parental concern, the School Board added a third fnst grade class
this year. To accommodate the extra class the music room was
converted to a classroom. Instrumental music instruction is being
held in the foyer to the gym, and the gym is being used as a Junior
High home room. Music is sharing the art room and traveling from
room to room. Junior High health classes are being held in the
library on Fridays. We anticipate the possibility of three first and
second grade classes next year. We do not know if this is a short
term jump in student numbers or a permanent increase. Our
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John Battye T Grade 4 Teacher
Margaret Brooks T Title I Tutor
Richard Bzdafka T Jr. High Science Teacher
Christopher Caron T Technology Coordinator
Daniel Chandler Jr. High Social Studies
Lynn Deremer T Grade 4 Teacher
Warren Ducharme T Head Custodian
Jean Ellis Title I Tutor
Nancy Emerson Grade 1 Teacher
Joleen Femald T Speech & Language Aide
Cynthia Frizzle T Spanish Teacher
Carol Gamache Special Education Aide
Jonathan Glosser T Special Education Aide
Jennifer Hadley T Jr. High English Teacher
Kathleen Hanson T Art Teacher
Catherine Hennessy Grade 2 Teacher
Nancy Hepburn T Kindergarten Teacher
Susan Hett T Grade 1 Teacher
Paula Hill Cafeteria Manager
John Hinton T Night Custodian
Bette Hirtle T Grade 3 Teacher
Dorothy Hubbard T Special Education Teacher
Florence Hudson T Jr. High Math Teacher
Janice Hutchins T Grade 1 Teacher
Marcia Leach T Music Teacher
Denise Lessard T Secretary
Melanie Lovering T Guidance/Asst. Principal
Linda Mahler T Speech Pathologist
Flora Mason T Special Education Aide
Maryann Misiaszek T Nurse














































We have audited the accompanying general purpose financial statements of the Greenland, New
Hampshire, School District as of and for the year ended June 30, 1997, listed in the foregoing table
of contents. These general purpose financial statements are the responsibility of the District's
management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these general purpose financial
statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards. Those
standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether
the general purpose financial statements are free of matehal misstatement. An audit includes
examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the general
purpose financial statements. An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and
significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall general purpose
financial statement presentation. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our
opinion.
In accordance with the practices followed by other municipal entities in the State (Note 1-
Accounting Policies), the combined financial statements referred to above do not include financial
statements of the General Fixed Asset Account Group, which should be included to conform with
generally accepted accounting principles.
In our opinion, except for the omission of the financial statements described above resulting in an
incomplete presentation, the combined financial statements referred to above present fairly the
financial position of Greenland, New Hampshire, School District at June 30, 1997, and the results of
its operations for the year then ended, in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles.
Our examination was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on the combined general purpose
financial statements taken as a whole. The accompanying supplemental combining financial
statements listed in the table of contents are presented for purposes of additional analysis and are
not a required part of the combined general purpose financial statements of Greenland, New
Hampshire, School Distnct. The information has been subjected to the auditing procedures applied
in the examination of the basic financial statements and, in our opinion, is fairly stated in all material
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GREENLAND, NEW HAMPSHIRE. SCHOOL DISTRICT
COMBINED STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES, AND
CHANGES IN FUND BALANCE
ALL GOVERNMENTAL FUND TYPES
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 1997
Governmental Fund Types Totals
(Memorandum Only)
General Special Capital (Note 1)
Fund Revenue Projects 1997 1996
REVENUE;
District tax appropriation $3,344,675 $ - $ - $3,344,675 $2,897,212
Intergovernmental 96,532 14,345 - 110,877 109,482
Food and milk sales - 61,225 - 61,225 51.684
Other 9,404 7,467 247 17,118 17,933
TOTAL REVENUE 3,450,611 83,037 247 3,533,895 3,076,311
EXPENDITURES:
Instruction 2,046,424 1,740 - 2,048,164 2,163,436
Supporting Services:
Pupils, health, and other 130,462 - - 130,462 117,423
Instructional 111,324 1,806 - 113,130 72,273
General and school administration 205,964 - - 205,964 201,685
Business 258,330 - - 258,330 274,422
Food service - 71,917 - 71,917 62.350
Facility expenses 400,518 - - 400,518 41,610
Debt service - principal 110,000 - - 110,000 107,000
Debt service - interest 78,398 - - 78,398 85,993
TOTAL EXPENDITURES 3,341,420 75,463 . 3,416,883 3,126,192
EXCESS OF REVENUES OVER
(UNDER)EXPENDITURES 109,191 7,574 247 117,012 (49,881)
FUND BALANCE AT BEGINNING OF
YEAR 87,889 4,317 9,202 101,408 151,289
FUND BALANCE AT END OF YEAR $ 197,080 $11,891 $9,449 $ 218,420 $ 101,408
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Due from other governments










TOTAL ASSETS $8,173 $6,245 $14,418
LIABILITIES AND FUND BAU\NCE:
Liabilities:
Accounts payable
Due to other governments
$ 1,083
14
$ - $ 1,083
14











TOTAL FUND BALANCE 7,076 6,245 13,321
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND FUND
BALANCE $8,173 $6,245 $14,418
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GREENLAND. NEW HAMPSHIRE. SCHOOL DISTRICT
COMBINING STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES, AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCE
ALL SPECIAL REVENUE FUNDS
















EXCESS OF REVENUE UNDER
EXPENDITURES
FUND BALANCE AT BEGINNING OF
YEAR


















$ 5,646 $6,245 $11,891
SALARY SHARE
The figures below show the proportionate share of the
superintendent's and business administrator's salary paid
by each school district in School Administrative Unit
Number Fifty for the 1997/98 school year.
SUPERINTENDENT'S BUSINESS ADMINISTRATOR'S
Greenland $ 18,241 Greenland $ 14,164
New Castle 6,520 New Castle 5,063
Newington 12,588 Newington 9,774
Rye 38,028 Rye 29,526




The State of New Hampshire
To the Inhabitants of the School District of Greenland in the
County of Rockingham, and State of New Hampshire, qualified
to vote upon District Affairs: YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED
TO MEET AT THE GREENLAND CENTRAL SCHOOL IN
SAID DISTRICT ON THURSDAY, MARCH 5, 1998, AT 7:00
P.M. TO ACT ON THE FOLLOWING ARTICLES.
ARTICLE 1 . To hear the reports of agents, auditors, committees
and/ or officers theretofore chosen, and pass any vote relating
thereto.
ARTICLE 2 . To see if the School District will vote to approve the
cost items included in the collective bargaining agreement
reached between the Greenland School Board and the Association
of Coastal Teachers/Greenland, which calls for the following




and further to raise and appropriate the sum of forty-two
thousand three hundred three dollars ($42,303) for the 1998-1999
fiscal year, such sum representing the additional costs attributable
to the increase in salaries and benefits over those of the
appropriation at current staffing levels paid in the prior fiscal
year. The school board and budget committee recommend this
appropriation. (Majority vote required.)
S-1
ARTICLE 3 . To see if the School District will vote to raise and
appropriate a deficit appropriation in the amount of fifty-five
thousand dollars ($55,000) for the purpose of an additional
teacher in the primary grades and unanticipated special
education costs. The school board and budget committee
recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote required.)
ARTICLE 4 . To see what sum of money the District will vote to
raise and appropriate, inclusive of any funds approved in Article
2 and 3, for the support of schools, for payment of salaries, for
obligations of the School District; to authorize the application
against said appropriations of such sums, as are estimated to be
received together with other income, the school board to certify to
the selectmen the balance between estimated revenue and the
appropriation which balance is to be raised by taxes by the town.
ARTICLE 5 ,. To transact any further business that may legally
come before the meeting.
GIVEN UNDER OUR HANDS AND SEALS AT SAID
GREENLAND THIS 12th DAY OF FEBRUARY, 1998.








GREENLAND SCHOOL DISTRICT WARRANT
1998
The State of New Hampshire
To the Inhabitants of the School District of Greenland, in the
County of Rockingham and State of New Hampshire, qualified to
vote upon District Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Greenland Central
School in said District on Tuesday, March 10, 1998, at 8:00
o'clock in the forenoon until 7:00 o'clock in the evening, to vote
on the following:
To choose 1 Member of the School Board for the
ensuing three years.
The foregoing procedure calling for election of your District Officers
at the annual town meeting is authorized by statute (RSA 197:l-a)
and was adopted by the District at its 1966 annual meeting.
Given under our hands and seals at said Greenland this 12 th day
of February, 1998.








STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
MUNICIPAL SERVICES DIVISION
61 So.Spring St., P.O.Box 1122




BUDGET FORM FOR SCHOOL DISTRICTS WHICH HAVE ADOPTED
THE PROVISIONS OF RSA 32:14 THROUGH 24
BUDGET OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT
GREENLAND N.H.
Appropriations and Estimates of Revenue for Fiscal Year From
July 1, 1998 to June 30, 1999
MPORTANT: Please read RSA 32:5 applicable to all municipalities.
1. Use this form to list ALL APPROPRIATIONS in the appropnate recommended and not recommended area. This means
the operating budget and all special and individual warrant articles must be posted.
2. Hold at least one public hearing on this budget.
3. When completed, a copy of the budget must be posted with the warrant Another copy must be placed on file with the
school distnct clerk, and a copy sent to the Department of Revenue Administration at the address above.
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Budget of the SchoolDistrict of
_
GREENLAND











REVENUE FROM STATE SOURCES xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
3110 Foundarion Aj.d
3210 Scbool Bull(lAj>9 \i.a 33,000 33,000 50,230
3220-3223 Area vocational scQool
3230 Driver Education
3240 Cataatrophic Aid 35.703 19,455 19,456
3250 Adult Education
Child Nutrition
Kindergarten Aid 22,000 31,500 25,500
Other state Aid (Speclly)
REVENUE FROM FEDERAL SOURCES xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxacK xxxxxxxxx
4410 lASA, Title I 4 II 1,900 3,800 2,600
4430 vocational Education
4450 Adult Education
4460 Child nutrition Programs 12,445 12,000 12,000
4470 Bandicapped Programs
federal Forest Land
Other Federal Sources ( identify)
Revenue for/on behalf of LEA 5,829 5,532 5,825
LOCAL REVENUE OTHER THAN TAXES xxxxxxxxx SCKXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxx
5100 Sale of Bonds or Notes
5230 Transfer from Capital Projects Fund
5250 Transfer frooi Capital Reeerve Fund
5255 Transfer from Expendable Trust Fund
1300-1360 Tuition
1400-1443 transportation Fe«s
1500-13*9 Earnings an In*astBsnts 1,832 1,700 1,700-
1(00 Food Service 51,195 58,000 64,900











1800 Ccmsunlty S«rvlc«0 Acrlvlriaa




1920 Contributions & Donations 10,314
1930 Sale of Fixed Assets 30
Miscellaneous Grants 3,000 13,000
Rental Income 12,000 15,500
THIS SECTION TOR CALCUUlTION Or RAN ' a
(RriKBURSEMTNT ANTICIPATION NOTES) PER RSA
198:20-0 FOR CATASTROPHIC AID BORROWING
RAN. Revenue Thia rt lass




Appropriations Voted From Fund
Balance
Fund Balance to Reduce Taxes 87,889 197,080







ndad (froai paga 3)
(QBTOTAl. 2 mfmoLMl warrant arciclaa maoo^aaadad (]>a9a 4)
SDBTOTJU. 3 "mdlTidoaJ." warrant artxoXaa ftaoo
TOXJU. Appropriatloaa tooo
ndad (pa^a 4)
at ot Istlaatad KaTannaa » CxwUta (fm aboTa)



















(RSA 32x18, 19, & 32i21)
REVISED 1996
GREENLAND Tiscal Year Ending: June 30. 19 99













1 3. Interest: Long-Term
(1
Bonds i Notes 65,985
4.. Capital Outlays Funded
From Long-Term Bonds k
Notes per RSA 33:8 &
1
33i7-b
5. rtandatory Aesessmenta 110,138 \ 1
6. TOTAL EXCLUSIONS (Sum j 286,123
of rows 2 - 5 ) 1 1
7. AMOUNT RECOMMENDED LESS
RECOMMENDED EXCLUSION




8. Line 7 times 10* | 3^0,717
9. MAX. ALLOWABLE AI^PR.
PRIOR TO VOTE
(Line 1 * 8) 4,034,011
10. Collective Bargaining
Cost Items, RSA 32:19
i 273-A:l, IV,
RECOMMENDED & VOTED.
(Complete Col. A prior
to meeting & Col. B
and Col. C at meeting)
42,303
MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE APPROPRIATIONS VOTED
(At meeting, add Col. A, Line 9 + Col.C,
Line 10. 5








Please Make Sure The Telephone Company
Has Your Correct Address !
!
If In Doubt Please Call Them To Be Sure
If We Can't Find You,
We Can't Help You!!
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